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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The video  above is a short teaser from “Plandemic 3,” the third documentary =lm about the COVID

scamdemic from =lmmaker Mikki Willis. It shows just how widespread the advertising of the COVID

shots were.

Entertainment industries across the world were enlisted to sing and dance about the wonder of

vaccines, and how the COVID shot would end lockdowns, give us back our freedom and save the

world. The constant message was “Just get the shot!”

As noted in the =lm, 46% of all vaccine injuries in the last three decades have occurred in the past

two years,  following the rollout of these experimental gene therapies, and deaths from the COVID

jabs now surpass deaths from COVID-19 itself.

That’s the end result of this mass indoctrination campaign. Not improved public health. Not

freedom. And even though a majority of the populations across the globe have received the shot,

the pandemic STILL has not been declared “over.”

Trusted Messengers

A key component of the campaign to entice people into taking these experimental bioweapons has

been to enlist “trusted messengers,”  from social media inWuencers and celebrities to medical

doctors and faith leaders.

Even former U.S. presidents preached the gospel of the COVID jabs, as seen in the video above. In

it, they repeat the Big Lie — that the shots will prevent infection and spread, thereby putting an end

to the pandemic. But the enlistment of faith leaders has perhaps been one of the most effective, yet

egregious, ways to get shots into arms.

As reported by the Daily Wire,  evangelical pastors, theologians and seminary heads across the U.S.

followed the lead of Dr. Francis Collins, a self-proclaimed Christian and the former head of the

National Institutes of Health, who “leveraged his relationships with church leaders like ‘The

Purpose Driven Life’ author Rick Warren and apologist Tim Keller to convince Christians across the

nation that submitting to lockdowns and mandates was a matter of obedience to God.”

Christianity Today theologian Russell Moore and Ed Stetzer, director of the Billy Graham Center —

both personal friends of Collins — “argued that Christians had a responsibility to tamp down on

‘conspiracy theories’ like the notion that the virus leaked from a Wuhan lab or that masks were

ineffective,” Daily Wire writes.

Former NIH Director Pushed the Big Lie to Christians

Collins’ messaging was in part distributed via BioLogos, an organization founded by Collins in 2007

“to create bridges between scientists and Christians.” In late August 2020, BioLogos distributed a

public statement titled “Love Your Neighbor, Get the Shot.”

The statement was signed by a long list of well-known Christian leaders, including theologian N.T.

Wright, Christian authors Philip Yancey and Lisa Sharon Harper, Veggie Tales creator Phil Vischer,

Christianity Today CEO Timothy Dalrymple and several seminary presidents.

All vowed to “actively promote accurate scienti=c and public health information from trustworthy,

consensus sources,” and to counter “misinformation” and “conspiracy theories.” Messaging

included statements such as:

“Mask rules are not experts taking away our freedom, but an opportunity to follow Jesus’

command to love our neighbors as ourselves (Luke 6:31),” and “Get vaccinated” because

“Vaccination is a provision from God.”

March 16, 2021, Collins, Dr. Anthony Fauci and the National Institute on Minority Health and Health

Disparities director Dr. Eliseo Pérez-Stable and White House Ohce of Faith-based and

Neighborhood Partnerships executive director Melissa Rogers also joined faith leaders at the

Washington National Cathedral to promote the COVID jab and “inspire con=dence in the

coronavirus vaccines.”

Attending clergy included Presbyterian, Episcopal, Methodist, African Methodist Episcopal, Baptist

and non-denominational Christians, as well Jewish and Islamic denominations. At the end, more

than two dozen of these faith leaders lined up to get the shot, right then and there, on camera, “as

examples for their worship communities.”

Faith Leaders Beguiled by False Teachings

Even Pope Francis went on record urging people to get the shot — and to encourage others to get it

— calling it “an act of love”  and “an ethical option because it concerns your life but also that of

others.”

Curiously, the Vatican went so far as to say “It is morally acceptable to receive COVID-19 vaccines

that have used cell lines from aborted fetuses” provided there are no other alternatives, and

provided it “does not constitute formal cooperation with ... abortion ...”

According to Vatican News,  Pope Francis’ announcement was made in collaboration with the Ad

Council, which has led “a massive communications effort to educate the American public and build

con=dence around the COVID-19 vaccines,” and whose stated goal “is to shift the public mindset

from vaccine concern to vaccine con=dence.”

The Ad Council also produced the presidential COVID jab ad above. It has toolkits with “message

guidance” and “language do’s and don’ts” for a wide variety of communities, including Black,

Hispanic, rural and faith communities.

The Ad Council’s toolkit for faith communities include prewritten sermons, preselected Bible

quotes, Sunday school curricula on “making wise decisions” and a “parents conversation guide.”

Care USA  and The U.S. government’s own COVID-19 public education campaign called “We Can

Do This” also provides materials aimed directly at faith-based leaders.

What Would Jesus Actually Do?

A number of faith leaders, including evangelist Franklin Graham,  Rev. Jane Willan  and Canterbury

Archbishop Justin Welby,  have insisted that Jesus himself would get the jab, were he here today.

It’s an odd conclusion, considering Jesus depended solely on God for his ability to heal people of

everything from chronic bleeding and leprosy to death itself. Not once does Jesus advise people to

rely on the tools and schemes — or word — of man. Instead, he warns of a future time when even

the elect will fall prey to a grand deception.

How do we know all these faith leaders led their Wocks astray? Hindsight. Some, like minister Tony

Hopkins, valiantly tried to make a case for Jesus as a vaccine peddler:

“The more theological among us might center the discussion on Jesus’ divine nature: given

his ability to heal any disease, he wouldn’t need the vaccine.

The point is well made, but isn’t there a striking parallel with Jesus’ baptism? For the rest of

us, baptism is about repentance. Jesus did not sin and therefore did not need to repent, yet

he chose to be baptized as an example for us ...

The apostle Paul summarizes Jesus’ teachings on selNessness with remarkable brevity in

Philippians 2:4: ‘Let each of you look not to your own interests but to the interests of

others.’ Vaccination actually does both, show thoughtfulness toward others while also

protecting the vaccine recipient!”

Alas, therein lies the rub. The COVID shot does not protect you from infection and death, nor does it

protect anyone else. It was a lie, and excess death rates skyrocketed after the rollout of the COVID

shots.

“ Faith leaders believed those who’ve made
careers out of lying.”

That’s how we can unequivocally say that faith leaders around the world have utterly failed in their

duty to the Wocks they shepherd — and in their interpretation of the Bible. And why? Because they

believed the lies of people who’ve made careers out of lying — which, by the way, is a hallmark of

Satan himself, according to the Bible.

Hindsight Proves Who Was Right and Who Was Wrong

P=zer is one of the leading criminal corporations in the world,  yet this is whom faith leaders chose

to place their trust in. Jesus speci=cally stated that “by their fruits shall ye know them,” good or

bad, yet faith leaders completely overlooked the drug industry’s checkered past, placing the lives of

their followers into their untrustworthy hands. They also overlooked the role of the military-

industrial complex in the development of these shots.

In his 2010 paper,  “Tough on Crime? P=zer and the CIHR,” Robert G. Evans, Ph.D., Emeritus

Professor at Vancouver School of Economics, described P=zer as “a ‘habitual offender,’ persistently

engaging in illegal and corrupt marketing practices, bribing physicians and suppressing adverse

trial results.” Between 2002 and 2010 alone, P=zer and its subsidiaries were =ned $3 billion in

criminal convictions, civil penalties and jury awards.

In 2011, P=zer agreed to pay another $14.5 million to settle federal charges of illegal marketing,

and in 2014 they settled federal charges relating to improper marketing of the kidney transplant

drug Rapamune to the tune of $35 million.

They also had a $75 million judgment to settle charges relating to their unethical testing of a new

broad spectrum antibiotic on critically ill Nigerian children. That same year, P=zer also faced

thousands of lawsuits accusing it of hiding known side effects of its anticholesterol drug Lipitor.

The Biggest Crime in History

As for the COVID shots, we have whistleblowers showing how they falsi=ed trial data. P=zer’s own

documents also reveal they mislabeled almost all side effects that occurred during its Phase 3

trials and that deaths and serious adverse events actually numbered in the tens of thousands.

Mounting evidence also shows the COVID shots destroy immune function over time and actually

make you more susceptible to COVID, other infections and chronic illness.

The clincher, of course — which demolishes the “love your neighbor” argument once and for all — is

unequivocal proof that the shots do not prevent infection or transmission. In fact, the shots were

never tested to determine if they could do either, yet we were told that they would. It was all a lie.

Many of us saw through the narrative right from the start and tried to warn people. We were

silenced and written off as a bunch of looney-tune conspiracy theorists, but the fact of the matter is

that anyone with half their normal allotment of critical thinking skills could have investigated the

claims about the COVID shots and come to the same conclusions we did.

Instead, most were effectively brainwashed by ultrasophisticated brainwashing from the

mainstream and social media and ignored the warning signs and swallowed the lies of known

deceivers whole. And while faith leaders aren’t the only ones guilty of this, their role in pushing the

false narrative has been signi=cant.

According to Amy Hill, senior director for public affairs for Walmart, many of the company’s most

successful vaccination clinics have been held after Sunday services.  Care USA has also reported

that Facebook ads in which faith leaders promoted the COVID jabs outperformed other “trusted

messengers,” including health care providers.

Breaking Rather Than Building Bonds of Trust

During a May 2021 Faiths 4 Vaccines online summit, White House Ohce of Faith-based and

Neighborhood Partnerships executive director Melissa Rogers read a letter from President Joe

Biden to the clergy helping get shots into arms:

“You are not only saving lives; you are building lasting bonds of trust. With your partnership

and dedication, we will beat this virus, save lives and build back better from the COVID-19

pandemic.”

In reality, COVID jab-pushing clergy have contributed to hundreds of thousands of serious injuries

and deaths,  so rather than build trust, they’ve broken it. As it turns out, the blind have been leading

the blind straight into a ditch.

Nothing New Under the Sun

The fact that government will team up with faith-based organizations to ensure its agenda won’t

meet with resistance behind the pulpit is nothing new. While the modern-day idea of faith-based

organizations teaming up with government started with Jimmy Carter, the collaboration between

government and churches to give vaccines began under Barack Obama during the 2009 H1N1

swine Wu pandemic.

In March 2019, the American Journal of Public Health published an article  detailing the history of

faith-based collaborations to increase uptake of inWuenza vaccines:

“The Partnership Center and IHP [Interfaith Health Program at Emory University] created

the partnership, ‘Faith-Based and Public Health Partnerships: Strengthening Community

Networks,’ (referred to as ‘the InNuenza Initiative’), which was supported by Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

The goal of the InNuenza Initiative was to quickly mobilize existing local faith and health

collaboratives to bring 2009 H1N1 prevention services to priority populations. In the

partnership’s second year, the focus shifted to seasonal inNuenza, and the Association of

State and Territorial Health Ogcials (ASTHO) became a new national partner.

Together, the Interfaith Health Program (IHP) and ASTHO [Association of State and

Territorial Health Ogcials] formed a unique multilevel, multidirectional 6-year partnership

to align and leverage the strengths of the faith community with those of public health

organizations to address inNuenza prevention and health disparities.”

So, in closing, it’s important to realize that many churches are actively collaborating with

government on health programs that may or may not be in your best interest. And the fact that your

faith leader is promoting a health intervention such as the COVID shot does not mean he or she has

actually researched the issue before coming to a conclusion. In many if not most cases, they’re

simply parroting the narrative they’ve been brainwashed to promote.

It’s also possible that faith-based organizations are given =nancial incentives to collaborate with

federal health authorities, although I have no evidence of this at the moment. Either way, when it

comes to COVID-19, this collaborative effort to promote a one-sided message has had devastating

consequences, as faith leaders around the U.S. have led their Wocks to proverbial slaughter.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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And Integrity will be your password And Humility your guard And you shall walk in the path of the Light Bringing Light to those who do not

yet have the Light, You are not the Light, just the Bearer of the Light, And the soul of the Light Bearer will be =lled with gratitude. You will

sing with the swallows and dance with the Universe And if Love is the weft of the Universe Then Gratitude is the weave And Light is the

cloth of consciousness. No, it is not you who speaks: You are the Singer, not the Song, You are the Bearer, not the Light, The Whisperer,

not the Words As you walk in the path of the Light Bringing Light to those who do not yet have the Light.

For where there is Light There can be no darkness And the Light is the Light of True Love And True Love is of the Light And the Light

emanates from the source Who is Love And Light is the Messenger of the Love. So walk in the path of the Light And be the Light Bearer

For if Love is the weft, Then Gratitude is the weave And Light is the cloth of consciousness Light is the cloak of the Messenger Who

brings the Light to shine? So that darkness disappears. For when Light appears, Dark cannot; For when Love appears, Hate cannot; For

when Joy appears, Sadness cannot; And all Light and Love emanates from the Source And each of us carries a spark of the Source Which

shall be lit by the Light of the Light Bearers.

So Polish your Lanterns, My Sons, Polish your Lanterns, My Daughters, For the Source of the Light draws ever nearer So the Lanterns may

be lit To light the path of Men. And Humility will be your password And Integrity your guard As you walk in the path of the Light-Bearer

Bringing Light to those who do not yet have the Light And the Souls of Men shall be =lled with Gratitude, Joy, Love and Light forever. With

love and blessings to you all x
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We are One Life; it is One Light to bring us to the Path of One Love coming from the Whole of Creation.
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The message is full of love and light, pipblanc. In love, light and gratitude must be on the way to the salvation of all the creatures

that populate the earth thanks to the Creator, The light cannot be turned off by corrupt people who do not represent the true

purpose of the Creator, a need to feel gratitude, kindness and wishes for a better world. Many advances can be achieved with

patience, strength, will and desire to excel. We need enthusiastic human beings, with whom we feel tremendously comfortable, we

understand each other in the desire to achieve ideals, pursue dreams and not abandon the path that leads to them.

We need a world where justice and freedom reign. Enthusiasm moves the world and also projects love. Love with capital letters

would be love for Humanity as a whole, for the great ideas, the great ideals, the great laws of life, the great truths. The Creator

multiplied in the universes, in the galaxies, in the constellations, in the stars; in the planets, in the beings, in the Kingdoms of

Nature; he created the evolutionary ladder, which is nothing more than the way back to the Origin.

The Creator opened the dimensions, from matter to the Superuniverses, and closed - from top to bottom - the doors that led to

Him. The only key that opens those doors is Love.”- Mesage de San Jos 08.16.04) "Gratitude and love unlocks the fullness of life. It

turns what we have into enough, and more. It turns denial into acceptance, chaos into order, confusion into clarity. Gratitude and

love give meaning to our past, brings peace for the present and creates a vision for tomorrow. -Melodie Beattie
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Pipblanc, who is the author of that?
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nomajohns, it is the word of God, paraphrased.
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Hypocrites are everywhere Washing "trust-me" gold cruci=xes, but what really causes puke to rise in my throat is the long tradition

of broadcasting murderous politicians on church steps.
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Yes, pipblanc and beautifully said. Thank you!
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pipblanc - Thank you. If there was but one "dot" to collect, but one "dot" to connect - for me - your message is such a "dot."
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I am prepard and waiting for the true light's coming.
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I believe that Jesus would have treated these poison pushers much as he did the money merchants in the temple, only more severely.
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Are they not the same people?
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Yes, the temple of the Creator cannot be a place of commerce where it is preached under the tutelage of the Great Reset.

Capitalism needs to continue expanding creating new markets and has chosen the false preachers of the church who are in

serious ignorance or are subject to the hidden powers of a church that was not created for deception, it was created for humility

and the salvation of the souls of human beings, not for transhumanism. As the Bible says, in the Passover of the Jews was near,

and Jesus went up to Jerusalem. In the temple he found those who sold oxen, sheep and pigeons, and those who changed money

sitting there.

And making a whip of cords, he drove them all out of the temple, with the sheep and the oxen; he scattered the changers' coins and

overturned the tables. To those who were selling pigeons he said: “Get this out of here; do not make My Father's house a house of

commerce. Now the oxen, sheep and pigeons are poisoned, they have become genetic weapons and the money is raised by

BigPharma and all the institutions that want to serve a global market by committing a crime against humanity-
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Unholy Alliance — Faith Leaders Pushing Pharma Fraud
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

A key component of the campaign to entice people into taking the experimental COVID shots has been to enlist “trusted messengers,” from

social media inWuencers and celebrities to medical doctors and faith leaders. The U.S. government has established formal collaborations

with faith-based organizations for the sole purpose of pushing the government’s narrative

*

According to Walmart, many of the company’s most successful vaccination clinics have been held after Sunday services. Facebook ads in

which faith leaders promoted the COVID jabs also outperformed other “trusted messengers,” including health care providers

*

Evangelical pastors, theologians and seminary heads across the U.S. followed the lead of Dr. Francis Collins, a self-proclaimed Christian and

the former head of the National Institutes of Health, who leveraged his relationships with church leaders to convince Christians that

submitting to lockdowns and COVID jab mandates was a matter of obedience to God

*

A number of faith leaders have insisted that Jesus himself would get the jab, were he here today. But not once did Jesus advise people to

rely on the tools — or word — of man. Instead, he warned of a future time when even the elect will fall prey to a grand deception

*

Hindsight, scienti=c evidence and statistical data allow us to conclude that many faith leaders led their Wocks astray. The COVID shot does

not protect you from infection and death, nor does it protect anyone else. It was all a lie, and excess death rates skyrocketed after the rollout

of the COVID shots

*
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And he Will
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Rev 18:23 ...thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries (pharmakeia) were all nations deceived. Rev 18:24

And in her was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon the earth.
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Amen! They shall see Judgement Day.
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There are some Pastors who have not caved to the New World Order, but many have gone along to get along. The sermons these latter

Pastors give tickle the ears of their congregants and they support the NWO narrative. These Pastors will pay the price of not warning their

congregants of the dangers of this world. They have succumbed to the 501 C-3 lie that silences the voice of God speaking through the

Pastor.  I will not go to their churches.  God is separating the sheep from the goats. What are You?
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Religious corporations are like hospitals, if you want to seek the Truth, stay far away from them. If you seek health, stay far away

from hospitals.
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Preacher and evangelist Franklin Graham was recently hospitalized for pericarditis, an inWammatory heart condition commonly

associated with "vaccination" against the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19). About eight months ago, Graham was promoting Covid

injections on his Facebook account, stating that "if Jesus physically walked the earth now," "he would be a vaccine advocate." “My

answer [is] that, based on the parable of the Good Samaritan in the Bible, I would have to say: yes, I believe that Jesus Christ would

advocate for people to use vaccines and medicines to treat suffering and save lives,” Graham added in his post about his response

when asked if Christians should get a Fauci Wu shot.

Months after declaring this blasphemy, Graham, who allegedly received a needle stick in obedience to the government, had to

undergo specialized heart surgery to treat severe inWammation of the pericardium, which is a sac that surrounds the heart. "I want

people to know that COVID-19 can kill you," Graham said in recent months, before he developed this serious heart condition.

www.promo2day.com/showthread.php
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Many have fallen prey to the doctrines of demons and therefor have NO discernment. THEY PREACH AND TEACH TRUTH MIXED

WITH ERROR AND OUTRIGHT LIES AND KNOW NOT OF WHAT THEY SPEAK. A little leaven, leavens the whole lump and there it is,

where we are today. Nothing new under the sun. It is hard to =nd a good church but I HAVE FOUND ONE BY THE GRACE OF God.

Christ alone, the bible alone. Grace alone.
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True for some, el-graf, but thankfully there are still MANY good pastors who shepherd their "Wocks" & stand =rm on the Word of

God.
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Sheep, I do not follow the Judas goat to the slaughter.
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Information from Dr. Mercola that Christians should know to take refuge in the love of God and Life. In this case we can say that all paths

to promote biological weapons lead, not to God, but to hell. The corrupt religious are promoting deaths and suffering. Bill Gates Gates,

who has =nanced the development of six candidate vaccines against covid-19, also called on the pro-vaccines in power to =nd new ways

to manipulate people into getting needled, including in church. Having had success in Nigeria using religious leaders to trick their trusted

worshipers into getting needle sticks, Gates pushed the same propaganda campaigns here in the United States. The message: Pastors,

priests, and reverends could be used to proclaim from the pulpit that COVID-19 vaccines are safe and effective, leading to increased

vaccine compliance.

During a recent interview with The Wall Street Journal's Board of Executive Directors, Gates threatened that "rich countries" like the US

could be mostly back to normal by the end of 2021 if people agreed to get vaccinated. The British government has also been pressuring

religious leaders to promote COVID-19 vaccines that have been made using cell lines from aborted babies.

www.blacklistednews.com/article/78181/round-up-the-antivaxxers-enlist-..  .-- -

www.lifesitenews.com/news/uk-priest-bishops-reveal-govt-has-asked-cler..  .---
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What is happening? Quite the opposite: THIS IS A PANDEMIC OF THE VACCINATED. Steve Kirsch Looks like it's time to stop the

COVID vaccine. We now have a pandemic of the vaccinated. I got this info from a very large hospital near where I live. If this is a

pandemic of the unvaccinated, then why is EVERYONE in the ICU vaccinated?

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/this-is-a-pandemic-of-the-vaccinated?utm_so..  (10/30/2022).--- In the same perspective is the

independent virologist and vaccine expert Geert Vanden Bossche. A doomsday situation is brewing, says former Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation employee, that will undoubtedly wipe out at least part of Western civilization.

And the culprits, he insists, are the "fully vaccinated."

allnewspipeline.com/Vaccine_Expert_Warns_Of_Catastrophe_Within_Months_..  (10/25/2022).-----OFFICIAL MORTALITY DATA

FOR EUROPE PROVES COVID-19 VACCINATION IS CAUSING MASS DEPOPULATION WITH 2022 BEING A RECORD-BREAKING

YEAR FOR DEATHS AMONG ALL AGE GROUPS INCLUDING CHILDREN

expose-news.com/2022/10/30/europe-depopulation-by-covid-vaccination/  (10/30/2022).--- Fauci also openly announced that the

government, using taxpayer dollars, already has a plan to have "people [vaccine hesitant Americans] they can relate to in the

community: sports =gures, community heroes, people they admire" to spread the pro-vaccine gospel.

It is evident that Bill Gates works and socializes a lot with Dr. Fauci, he has his own terrifying history of experimentation with

vaccines. They and all the major globalists and their friends in the medical establishments to suppress very cheap and incredibly

effective medical protocols long available for COVID-19 and reported by Dr. Mercola, treatments that would essentially make

mandatory masking and a vaccine unnecessary mandatory.
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As Dr. Mercola reported, now we have the WHO dominating the plandemic landscape led by its donors like BigPharma, Bill Gates.

Also promoting biological weapons. The WHO is now taking control of the content being promoted on YouTube through a

partnership with Google. The aim of the association is "to address the spread of misinformation and disinformation". It is they who

are spreading misinformation and disinformation while at the same time censoring the truth. Therefore, it is not misinformation

and falsehoods that the WHO is trying to counter. The reality is that the WHO and its partners are trying to suppress the truth while

promoting a false narrative.

In an attempt to limit "health misinformation," YouTube announced that it will certify medical professionals as "trusted" and

"authorized" sources of information. To apply to be labeled "trusted," users must submit their license and adhere to "best practices"

for sharing health information established by the WHO, the Council of Medical Specialty Societies ("CMSS"), and the National

Academy of Medicine (“NAM”). It is evident that all the roads that are being developed lead to hell.

expose-news.com/2022/10/30/youtube-announces-partnership-with-who/  (10/30/2022)
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Gui, a pandemic of the vaccinated is the plan of the Plandemic. What makes it all an uphill climb is a non-stop saturation

continuing to this day of the slick, happy, shiny people dancing in celebration to their own death march messaging. It's how so

many top-down players, Gates/Fraudci and others can talk out of both sides of their mouths admitting the truth in outlets they

know will get nowhere near the circulation of their Madison Avenue Ad, Tobacco Lawyer clever, sly, corrupt snake tongued skirt

around and away from the truth narrative.

Slick messages some appealing to Raw Naked Fear, others are sweet seductions to appeal to those who have a conscience, who

strive to help those who can't or struggle to help themselves. So, in those circles even if they stumble upon a message of Truth,

they are drowned in constant image's, sounds, speeches to cancel it all out. It is all meant to daze and confuse. Then, the

WEF/Who can assert dominance. Too bad for them despite suppression of the enormous numbers of peoples, young healthy

dropping like Wy's to death or crippled with dis-ease.

All this & vibrant people dropping dead, peoples crippled in horri=c, torturous ways, the loss of so many loved ones, especially the

young - if not the explosion of the many other health problems personally experienced by themselves counters the snake tongued

corruption in the most direct way possible. When people experience something personally, they understand perfectly. Too many to

soon have experienced the Corruption personally and this is countering the Forked Tongued false promises in the strongest way

possible.
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Just Steve, I so agree and all of this breaks my heart. There’s a righteous anger in me for those who claim to be of God and then

pushed this vaccine even though processed with aborted baby cells. That was the warning for me. That was God screaming, do

not. I have not had any vaccine in years. I am in my 60’s and there’s not one medication in my home. There’s supplements and a

nose spray that’s is it. Mostly because I went on a journey
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Yes, Just “Slick messages some appealing to Raw Naked Fear, other are sweet seductions to appeal to those who have a

conscience, who strive to help those who can't or struggle to help themselves.” Eisenstein is the author of “The Coronation,” a

collection of essays that explores the paradigms, dynamics, ideologies, and mythologies that predispose us to narratives about

security and social control, especially in the age of COVID. “This security mania, this obsession with minimizing risks and this cult

of control never really catches on,” he says. “He always brings the opposite of what he intends. It provides less security. It brings

less security, it brings less health.” There are many deep, unconscious psychosocial forces at work here.

It is totally irrational. But people do irrational things all the time. And if you don't settle for irrationality, for hysteria, then you

become the enemy. As you probably know, historically speaking, COVID-19 was a pretty weak pandemic. But that didn't matter. It

was enough to trigger this pattern of hysteria and street violence, which is very old. Every time you dehumanize someone, you are

not in the truth. The truth about every human being is that he is a divine soul and a child of God, however you want to articulate it.

They are a full sacred consciousness looking from different eyes. That's the truth. When we dehumanize ourselves, we are not in

the truth, and that will generate all kinds of horrors. I even extend this to Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab, Anthony Fauci, and Joe Biden,

this idea that the explanation for another person's bad behavior is that they are de=cient in fundamental aspects of humanity, that

they are moral morons, and that they are just plain sane. closed and ignorant. Then we have as a counterpart our personal choices

that have a meaning of the truth of the critical spirit that our knowledge has developed.
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This is from one of the =rst books of the Bible...we didn't get here overnight; these evil people have had many generations to

'practice': -- "Deuteronomy 32:5 - They have acted corruptly toward Him, They are not His children, because of their defect; But are

a perverse and crooked generation." As was mentioned..."Nothing new under the sun".
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Yes, Gui, "They are a full sacred consciousness looking from different eyes," you write, speaking also of the leaders of the

plandemic. This is a dihcult truth but truth nonetheless, imho. I belong the School of Imprecise Theology but this realization

brings me back to the thought that it's what we can do, not what they are doing that is important. "Polish your lamp," as pipblanc

says above.
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Yes, Randy, humanity is living under the domination of evil beings who only believe in themselves. They believe they are Gods.

According to God's Word, the antichrists were false Christians who had separated themselves from the body of true believers. They

were deceivers who had not really experienced a genuine conversion to the gospel. They were liars who had denied Jesus as the

Messiah. And in 1 John 4:1 the Scripture admonishes: "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but test the spirits whether they are of

God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world."
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Thanks Imaginal. This poem opens the way for us to light, it opens the way for us to love. You are the Light, don't look outside the

candle that guides you Look inside yourself, dare to discover it, to feel the purifying heat of it. Because she is there, always with

you, because you are that light that clears all darkness, overcoming the illusion of ignorance, the veil of tumult and confusion,

seeing clearly the knowledge Liberator of Truth. meet again with your natural silence, where the being recites its silent language of

peaceful and loving harmony. Vibrate with sound silence, reborn in this energy of new life at every moment.

Create, build, choose not to choose, choose to fully do what Is. Nothing can be missing. Everything is already. Life is you your

movement is the expression of that Light, your stillness is the expression of that Light. Your spontaneous act is the real choice.

You are the Being. You are what will never be able to cease to be: the Light of life, the very origin of existence, the genuine principle

of Truth and Love. Listen, move, connect with the rhythm of creation, connect with you, with your interior. With the sun of your

eternal dawn.
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Thanks for the reply, Gui. In Revelation (and I'm sure, in other books), it says that there will be many false prophets.
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Dear American friends, I love you and I deeply love your country. I have made some long USA road trips and have had the pleasure of

meeting phenomenal people who are full of humanity. There is a problem, though, as in all cultures. As I see it, you are completely slaves

to junk food and blindly believe those who claim to speak in the name of God. Sometimes I have the impression that you are like children.

In your homes the TV set is always on, your kitchens serve only as decoration, you eat only industrial foods in fast food chains and blindly

obey what the false prophets say.

Do not be offended by what I write. I write this because I admire your people and your history, but for the past few years you have

changed. Only a minority continue to have healthy habits and manage not to be beguiled by ridiculous preachers on ridiculous TV

programs. It is you, that courageous minority, who must revive your great country. You must be brave, as the great pioneers were. Believe

in God, but do it privately, go to a church and be silent, God will speak to you, without the need for useless sermons.

Eat the way your grandparents ate, move, exercise, stop drinking those poisons called soda, stop eating junk food. Drink water, lots of

water. And, of course, read what Dr. Mercola writes. I am still waiting for America to become a normal country again, so I can go back on

my next road trip. For now I can't because I haven't done the sting. This message of mine is an ode of hope and a friendly message.
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Well said! And you are absolutely correct!
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Sir, I hope we both survive long enough for you to make another road trip. Our chances if meeting are slim; but I have just met you

in your words. They remind me of Gurdjieff and his writing “Meetings With Remarkable Men”; but many years have passed since

my =rst read and thought in my mind it was “Conversations With Remarkable Men” I have met many who =t remarkable’, both male

and female. Let us both hope that more peoples if the earth become remarkable. Please stop on your next adventure, no soda; but

I do drink water, IPA and a little (good) tequila.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 5:47:25 AM
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No offense taken. You’re right on both counts. If anything can bring us back to center, it’s this bioweapon. Eventually even the

covidians will realize they’ve spent their lives dependent upon Big Ag, junk food and Big Pharma and what a truly costly error they

made.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 5:58:14 AM
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cacomom
Joined On 10/11/2013 6:53:36 AM
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Thank you. We here are trying

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 7:03:53 AM
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endicott111
Joined On 10/18/2021 10:50:17 AM
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Kind of a condescending use of stereotypes. America is suffering the same fate as the rest of the world because the tyrants that

planned this bioattack have in=ltrated the entire world. Though the people in each country are rising up and =ghting for their

freedom, the mechanisms and false leaders were put into place to punish them and suppress their efforts. I am not sure any

country will go back to normal.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 8:32:50 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Mr. Riccardo, you are so right! We have made falso gods, eat fake foods full of poisons. I had lymphoma due to RoundUp, found my

way tro truth and light, organic food. After the drs gave up in 2000, I took over, gave control of my life to God and followed His lead.

By the end of 2001, I was in complete remission.  have gotten rid of their pills, use herbs, prayer to keep my health. I too cannot

travel as i refuse the jab. Stay strong!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 2:09:44 PM
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Pony55
Joined On 7/3/2021 8:27:38 AM
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Everything man does is fallible. I lost faith in man-made churches a long time ago. It turns out the word translated to be church is actually

supposed to mean congregation. We are NOT required to attend a man-made church; we are meant to congregate in fellowship. Instead

of listening to a pastor piece-meal versus to me in church, I read the Bible myself while outside in God’s true creation: nature. It’s soul

cleansing to read the Word with a gentle breeze blowing the leaves while birds are chirping along. It is beautifully peaceful and =lls your

heart.

Plus, reading the Bible from cover to cover is wild!! People haven’t changed much in all these centuries. Sadly, the same problems are

repeated over and over. There were =ckle mobs back then just like today’s sheep; those doing good got shamed and persecuted just like

today. That’s ok though, I’d much rather walk with Jesus on the road less traveled. By the way, Jesus would have never forced or coerced

anyone to inject a foreign man-made substance into their bodies; only the devil uses those tactics (plus deception and lies).

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 4:28:24 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Times change - people don't. And, as you point out we are called to - congregate in fellowship. What has been the dictate?

Lockdowns, to be - ALONE, Together. They fear us knowing and understanding one another, working together, celebrating, sharing

to express our Gratitude, to address and solve our struggles - Together - Together, this disrupts the Divide & Conquer too then Rule.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Pony55, there truly is "nothing new under the sun". Ecclesia- to be called out, a gathering of believers and followers of Christ. The

apostles gathered in homes, not cathedrals, not to listen, follow and obey the instruction of mortal man.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 5:40:57 AM
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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The word is Ekklesia (SP) and it means congregation, fellowship, but also a form of order.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 5:51:53 AM
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Pony55
Joined On 7/3/2021 8:27:38 AM
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Thank you, Brian & Nothing. Yes, Ecclesia is the word mistranslated in the Bible. Remember King James would not let his version

of the Bible be distributed until he approved every last word. He had control of the churches, not of private Christian

congregations. JustSteve, I couldn’t agree with you more! Those people “in-charge” pulling the puppet strings fear us uniting.

Together we are strong. I am grateful to have Mercola’s site to have fellowship with like-minded people on all things natural, as God

intended. Truth brings Light!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Lately, I've been reading Revelation, over and over. It is totally relevant to what's going on today. The "Mark of the beast" is NOT just

another story. The day when we won't be able to "buy or sell" without it, is almost upon us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 10:06:13 AM
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Cabochon
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www.technocracy.news/teachers-preachers-and-greens-unholy-alliance-to-..
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Why would I follow any man and what he might say? All men make mistakes. My husband got the jab twice. If I want to know something I

pray. God will direct my path if I trust Him. I prayed, trusted God and did not get the jab. I have not had covid. I am 76, take D3 & K2, lots of

C and minerals.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I am 82, NO JAB, take C,D,K,Zinc, get as much sun as possible. I have NOT had covid, any Wu. I trust God's wisdom, follow Him to

the right paths, that is how i found Mercola and all these wonderful people here.
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"Live not by lies". Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
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A very appropriate phrase OTIS. Regarding the Bible: Proverbs 14:5 (ASV) “A FAITHFUL WITNESS WILL NOT LIE; BUT A FALSE

WITNESS UTTERETH LIES.” For that would be contrary to his character as faithful; and as he will not witness to a falsehood upon

oath in a court of judicature, so neither will he tell a lie in common conversation. This may be applied to Gospel ministers, who are

witnesses of Christ; the Gospel they preach is a testimony concerning him, and they bear a faithful witness to the truth; nor will

they, knowingly and willingly, deliver out a falsehood, or a doctrinal lie, since "no lie is of the truth", ( 1 John 2:21 )witness will utter

lies.
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James 3:1 “Let not many of you become teachers, my brothers. Knowing we will incur a stricter judgment.’ Their judgment will

come and not fromthink of itthey are teachers of the Word
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Otis is back!! Was thinking about you the other day, wondering when we would see your comments again. Here's another recent

important interview from (2) Canadians - Jessica Rose hosted to watch/listen to: Good Morning CHD’ Episode 166: Antibody

Deception With Steven Pelech, Ph.D. - live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/good-morning-chd/pby5mV2uIa  - as far as I can

understand, there is no way for a "shot in the arm" or into the blood stream to effectively protect the lungs, as the antibodies being

products are predominantly the wrong types!...this means many shots are stupid: Wu (useless) and covid (worse than useless,

dangerous). See what you think, cannot =nd Randy but am sure he'd be interested in this discussion between Canadian scientists.
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Rreal; I'm right here and I'll check out the link. My email box has been Wooded, lately. My main post is probably close to the bottom.

I offered a few Bible quotes (from a version that all can understand) that the "faith leaders" obviously missed. Here are a few more,

relevant to today's evil society - especially the last one: --- "13. Romans 12:9 “Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling to what

is good.” -- 14. Philippians 1:10 “so that you may be able to discern what is best and may be pure and blameless for the day of

Christ.” -- 15. Romans 12:2 “Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing you

may discern what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect.”"
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On the day Solzhenitsyn was arrested, February 12, 1974, he released the text of "Live Not by Lies!" The next day, he was exiled to

the West, where he received a hero's welcome. This moment marks the peak of his fame. Solzhenitsyn equates "lies" with ideology,

the illusion that human nature and society can be reshaped to predetermined speci=cations. And his last word before leaving his

homeland urges Soviet citizens as individuals to refrain from cooperating with the regime's lies.
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" Live Not by Lies" is also the title of a book by Rod Dreher about the sufferings and endurance of eastern European Christians

facing persecution under the communist rule. They gathered in homes and supported each other, under the threat of grievous

punishment or even death I believe.  I think that the new congregations of mutual support and personal responsibility are the

future. The temptation to be weakened or hurt by public pressure to conform is strong. We're social beings and feel loyal to those

we love who may see things very differently. This can cause great anguish and loneliness. We may be tempted to demonize those

who are on the other side or get mired in reactivity and polarized emotions that keep us tied into the lies. Micro-cultures of people

who can be with this are helpful both personally and socially. I'm interested in this; contact me if you'd like to connect around it.
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Looks like all lies from the get-go! Dr. Fleming's son and neighbor's kid never made it past 20 years old. The 1918 Flu most likely

from Wawed trials of a meningitis shot used by the US military. 100 years later? JUST KEEPS ROLLING ALONG: More "dropped dead

suddenly" or SADS is being reported...the arsenal being used? Demonstration of power using magician's tricks of FEAR, repetition,

brainwashing, diverting attention, and subterfuge, hiding the evidence and new reports of the CDC switching explosive cancer data

to different columns. This is amazing? or is it predictable? Dr. Jane Ruby Show: CDC Caught Hiding Exploding C19 Shot Cancers -

rumble.com/v1p414w-live-7pm-cdc-caught-hiding-exploding-c19-shot-cance..  - this link is to the full 1-hr show from Oct 21.
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Matthew 7:22. Many will say to Me on that day, Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name drive out demons and

perform many miracles?’ 23Then I will tell them plainly, I never knew you; depart from Me, you workers of lawlessness!’ I'm very

disappointed that a congregation I used to visit all had the jab. Satan, the great deceiver.
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Yes, Beatrice, Satan is the "father of lies" since he is the =rst liar. He is the "father" of lies, just as Martin Luther is the "father" of the

Reformation. Satan told the =rst lie in history to Eve, in the Garden of Eden. After planting seeds of doubt in Eve's mind with a

question (Genesis 3:1), he directly contradicts God's Word by telling her, "You shall not die" (Genesis 3:4). With that lie, Satan led

Eve to her death; Adam followed her, and this is what the preachers of the church want to do with humanity who are commanded

by the forces of the Great Reset.
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Amen!!!
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Hi all. I am speechless as I read this excellent and necessary article, and yet still feel the need to reply, may the Lord give me words.

Seems this is another case where the truth is exposing those who are not human, nor Christian. Gui, I agree when you mention that,

dehumanizing people is not the truth, it is the opposite - it is lies and inhuman. Jesus referred to himself as Son of Man, and Jesus used

this reference to emphasize His humanity. We who are humans, like Jesus, and resonate with His Truth Life and Way, are here working

strengthening our gift of humanity and connection to God.

This alternate agenda which includes AI and transhumanism does not celebrate humanity, nor Jesus, because it is NOT human - none of

it!! Jesus taught a parable of the wheat and the tares. He described a =eld that was planted with wheat and got infected with a weed that

looked exactly like wheat, and which blended in, until it was full grown - and only then could they be separated and dealt with. We

understand that they are dihcult to recognize until fully grown..

The current church is led or misled, mostly by the "tares" who are hiding amidst the wheat / humans and who do not know or enjoy the

freedom that following and accepting Jesus brings. I will not mention some of the inhuman and depraved things i have heard about many

of the super churches. Suhce to say you need to strengthen your personal connection to the inner voice of Jesus, as the Sheppard, and

follow him to truth and safety. God Bless.
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Dear Luvvvy, your expressions are made with the soul of a person who loves creation and the word of God. "Suhce to say you need

to strengthen your personal connection to the inner voice of Jesus, as the Sheppard, and follow him to truth and safety." A great

reference Luvvvy, of the wheat and the tares. Matthew 13:24-52. Jesus told them another parable, saying: The kingdom of heaven

is like a man who sowed good seed in his =eld; but while men slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went

away. And when the grass sprang up and bore fruit, then the tares also appeared. Then the servants of the father of the family

came and said to him: Lord, did you not sow good seed in your =eld?

From where, then, does it have tares? He said to them: No, lest when you pull up the tares, you also pull up the wheat with them.

Let the one and the other grow together until the harvest; and at harvest time I will say to the reapers: Gather the tares =rst, and

bind them in bundles to burn them; but gather the wheat in my barn. Yes, those who are lying defending biological weapons should

be separated and a Church that should only preach the word of God. The human mind in all its dimensions must be the basis that

governs against a dehumanized totalitarianism that wants to rule in the soul of people who believe in the word of God.

People must make critical and responsible decisions in the face of a reality of loss of freedoms and rights. It is in us that the

stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people into false beliefs and direct them along the path of false promises

and the loss of true health, are =ltered through critical thinking, which promotes encounter with the truth, self-esteem, true

personal integration. Spiritual strength is the reserve of courage that each one has within his heart and must be exercised,

because it helps us to move forward; especially in adversity. God bless you too.
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Thank you so much Gui, excellent post. The parable of the wheat and tares speaks loudly to me these days. The wheat and it's "evil

twin" the tare (thought to be darnell) are not the same. From current research, "The interesting thing about darnel is that we’ve

caught it in the act,” says a professor of biology who for years worked with darnel in the lab. The mimic weed took advantage of

humans without fully bending to our will. .. investigating darnel’s double life, as a menace and a sought-after intoxicant. They’ve

found that darnel shows up time and again in key literary texts, as a symbol of subversion. “Where there is darnel, there is

treachery and toxicity,” Quite Fascinating.

And Which all says to me, and I agree with you, that we need to sober up and become aware of and cultivate our own discernment.

Knowing there is a force of treachery and toxicity’, that differs from the best interests of humanity means we can choose to not

embrace whatever it is yielding.. We need to recognize what is right and good, to follow our hearts and guts. If losing our rights and

freedoms, or being misled by false authorities does not resonate, then we need to show faith and courage and support what is

right, and not buy into the proposed takeover. Declare yourself and listen to your humanity.

www.atlasobscura.com/articles/wheats-evil-twin-has-been-intoxicating-h..
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Pope Francis is a total fraud. It's already proven how dangerous the Covid vaccine really is and the Pushing of this this vaccine lends new

meaning to Steppenwolfs hit of the 60's Goddamn the pusher man.
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Of course, all popes are frauds. Anyone who proclaims to be infallible and God on Earth is a demon. Jesus Himself proclaimed the

last shall be =rst and the =rst shall be last. Written by an ex altar boy who has come to know the truth.
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According to lawyer Michael Swinwood, involved in the international grand jury covid investigation, the Rothchilds own the Vatican

(8:50 min). Now you know why the Pope approves of the shots. patriots4truth.org/.../its-not-a-pandemic-its-genocide
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Thanks for saying this, some are realizing that the chubby old man in heavy robes is 500% fake. More will come out eventually on

the toothpick legs organized religion has been built on. Get ready for some real TRUTH SERUM coming out in the next 2-5 years.

This doesn't mean your personal spirituality isn't valid but the organizations are contrived and infected.
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"not once did Jesus advise people to rely on the tools — or word — of man. Instead, he warned of a future time when even the elect will

fall prey to a grand deception" Thank you Dr Mercola. That's it, in a nutshell!
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When the bishops closed all churches in our country during so called pandemic, including two Easter and Christmas seasons - I realized

that they were wrong, especially when I was thinking how Jesus behave to the lepers - He did not turn away from them, on the contrary He

accepted them, He embraced them and He healed them. And covid-19 cannot be compared to leprosy. How did the Church behave during

plague epidemics in the past - people were gathered in churches and together with priests and bishops they prayed to God.

Where the trust of church dignitaries has gone - and these bishops and priests trust to politicians and media, instead of trusting and

relying on God? And now, when the truth about covid-19 and vaccinations has revealed, they continue denying the truth and act as if

nothing happened. But a lot did happen - many people died, many people lost their immunity and health, and no apology, no regrets, no

admitting a mistake, it is really sad, and all this experience just encourage me to trust to God and to His Word.
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Our church closed for one month then reopened. there were several in our area that stayed open despite the Health Dept. We were

blessed.
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What I found so insightful was how much faith leadership did nothing! A few I admit, raised hell but the majority fell in line with the

rest of the lemmings. I knew then, with the help of those bizarre PCR tests, this whole scenario was a SCAM. It's just too bad so

many didnt smell the rot and paraded right up to the executioners.
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How can they admit the truth? They committed themselves to a lie, admitting it is too painful!! They shoose to "go along to get

along" and so have made their choice and must suffer the consequences of their actions and words.
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Jesus would NEVER want us to delve into the occult of manipulating our exquisitely designed DNA for the purpose of AI technology and

trans humanism built on the bodies of aborted babies. I can't believe that this is even happening. The pastors around the world have

either misled or bonded their Wocks entirely with handsome payouts for doing so....may God have mercy on their souls.
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I'm glad to see you Lucia, yes, God wants our immortal soul, he doesn't want a mosi=ed DNA, a transhumanism without mistress.

Love for nature, for life, for all the creatures in the world is the only thing that gives meaning to life. We cannot create soulless

beings, we cannot sustain terrorist laboratories, we cannot manipulate plants and animals for commercial gain and greed.

Multinational corporations want to own and lord over the world's food supply with their patented GM seeds, patented farmed

meats and seafood. A contempt for mother nature and the human soul. A course towards illness and death. Genocide disguised as

good intentions. the Great Reset that will enhance the slavery of humanity
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Not my pastor! We stood against is as a church and very few got the jab. And no Jesus would not have gotten the jab. He would have said

“You are Healed,” period end of discussion. Jesus was baptized but HIs was more of an ordination. A commencement of His ministry

earth. Ours is not for our sins, it is for us to be cruci=ed with Him; for us to die to self and raised to walk as He did. “Greater things you

will do”  And also Jesus would NEVER NEVER take anything  nothingand de=nitely nothing that contained aborted children of His.

 Theologians may argue, but be your own Berean, study the Word. In Gospels there is nothing that speaks on nothing but healing if

needed. I am one who believes in healing. What Jesus did on earth was an example for us to follow. This is my faith, what I stand on,

what I have discerned and placed into my heartnot by some theologian who says he/she knows more because they study the WordI do

not care who it is. I know my Jesus.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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To make Jesus into a political =gure peddling jabs is really too much to be believed! It seems whenever a church gets powerful and

full of money, well, enough said. I go to a small church in a very rural area that is very vibrant and lovely. If my pastor started

harping about the jab from the pulpit, you can guarantee I would never go back to that church. It sickens me that they are using

Jesus as a political pawn!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Amen! I am crying tears of joy as i read these comments, knowing I have so many friends in Christ! Most encouraging for this od

heart!
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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We need criminal prosecutions for those who are disseminating false health information to people on the basis of zero evidence. So WEF

prof. Yuval Noah Hara(ki)ri is right, even Faith leaders are hackable animals, who can be turned into vaccine pushers. Maybe they lost

faith in how God created man in his image, so they wanted to add DNA made by the Covid "vaccine", that is full of harmful genotoxic

metabolites.
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katndognco
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or simply wolves in sheeps clothing. I read there’s a rock with a noose available
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anormn
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Pete, according to the scriptures, these false “shepherds” were never saved to begin with, because it’s impossible for anyone who

is truly saved to “lose their faith”, as the requirement for true salvation according to Jesus Christ in John 3 is for us to be “born

again”, spiritually reborn through faith in the shed bIood of Christ as our Creator and Savior, baptized into Christ, and sealed by His

Holy Spirit until the day of redemption, Ephesians 4:30. It’s the Spirit of YHVH, who is incarnate in Christ, living in a born again

believer that keeps us in the faith. God Himself sustains us, keeps us persevering in the faith, and guides us into all truth.

We’re instructed by the Word of YHVH to test the spirits to see if they are truly of God, and the measure of truth we test them by is

whether or not they uphold the truth of God’s Word in the scriptures. Obviously that requires us to read God’s Word for ourselves,

letting the Holy Spirit teach us God’s Word as He intends us to understand it, and that’s why the spiritual discernment of many

professing believers is lacking, because they have not made God’s Word their foundation, as Jesus Christ tells us we must do in

order to not fall. As soon as they heard any wolf disguised as a “shepherd” say, “Jesus Christ would take the vaccine”, the

immediate response of a born again believer in Christ, who has God’s Word as their foundation, would have been, “You blasphemer!

Jesus Christ is Almighty YHVH manifest in the Wesh body of a man, and YHVH is self existing, from everlasting to everlasting, so

why would YHVH incarnate take anything created by man?”. Sickness is a result of sin entering the creation through the fall of

Adam and Eve, and mankind is subject to sickness because we are part of the creation, fallen under the curse of sin. Jesus Christ

is the Creator incarnate, who exists outside of His creation, and as such, He is sinless, and therefore He is incorruptible by

anything such as disease.
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ker21452
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"Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour." (I Peter 5:8, KJV)

"For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they

shall deceive the very elect." (Matthew 24:24, KJV)
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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It seems to me this verse would call pastors to place warnings to their congregations to be diligent in their reasonings and

decisions regarding thee vax etc and all other things which the gov'ts. are mandating to the harm of people. It's not too hard to see

that gov'ts are under the spell of Satanic forces now. I do not understand the reluctance to point these things out and encourage

everyone to research and converse with their fellows in Christ before they decide!!!!
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Randyfast
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Perfect! No rocket science there. It's self-explanatory.
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"A number of faith leaders have insisted that Jesus himself would get the jab, were he here today." I thought one of the Ten

Commandments read not to use the Lord's name in vain. Those "preachers" must be heavily invested in big pharma.
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And more involved in the service of the Pharmaceutical Ma=a and the Devil. GRULLA, New York Governor Kathy Hochul used a

Brooklyn-based evangelical megachurch, the Christian Cultural Center, as her bully pulpit on Sunday. Hochul called on vaccinated

parishioners to be her "apostles" to promote New York's vaccine mandate agenda because her unvaccinated brothers and sisters

"are not listening to God and what God wants." Speaking of vaccines, the state's =rst female governor said God had answered

prayer about the pandemic. She 'he Made men and women smarter, scientists, doctors, researchers, made them =nd a vaccine.

That's from God to us, and we should say, 'Thank you, God.'” "I need you to be my apostles." If the apostles of the Kingdom not of

God, of the Kingdom of the Great Reset. www.westernjournal.com/ny-governor-appoints-gods-messenger-says-unvacc..
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Hochul pochul, you are all now vaccinated "apostles"! sarc :-( Gov. Hochul eminates from the southern tier of upstate NY which is

NY's 'bible belt', not that I have anything against that. However, as you implied, it sure looks like Gov. Pochul is exploiting that. No

separation of church and state here.
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Gui, do you think all this surrounding Hochul is what Jesus referred to as Jezebel, or the same spirit permeating the end time

church, in His message to Thyatira in Revelation 2?
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So people were obeying god if they complied. So god was ok with wearing masks on kids to deprive them of oxygen and not pick up on

facial expressions or play together? He was ok with separating elderly people from their loved ones and dying a lonely death? He was ok

with letting people suffer because they couldn't see their sick friends or relatives? He is ok with people inhaling =bers from masks and

developing other problems? So he was ok with all the people who died because of improper medical treatment? I guess that was his

method of calling people back home. That's not any god I would want to be associated with. I guess people really can't use common

sense and think for themselves.
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traveler4too it is just =ne with THEIR god but not acceptable in any way to the Creator.
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Their god is the state, so yes, their god was okay with all those things. He insisted on them, didn't he? Your point is well taken. If

those are actions that are godly, small wonder people are turning away from the church.
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HIT THE NAIL ON THE HEAD Traveler!! Isn't it strange how such incompetent individuals rise to positions of authority over the rest

of us? I thought cream rises to the top but that's just not the case in our world. The last three years have surely been an

"awakening" in so many ways for sleepers like me.
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I don’t imagine anyone who follows Dr. Mercola would ever take the bioweapon, but in the off-chance someone is considering it, you

should see this. An Australian researcher captured three hours of footage of a day in the life of a vial of the jab. It’s so advanced. It’s

incredible but it doesn’t belong in people. rumble.com/v1prv94-world-=rst-robotic-arms-assembling.html
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Terrible Sarah, we do not want transhumanism reaching its maximum splendor so that the globalist elites rule as they please. All

of this is based on a tremendous campaign of fear, con=nement, forced use of dangerous, demeaning and facially dis=guring

masks, social separation and division of societies, families and relatives, followed by a campaign of forced "vaccination" with a

poisonous murderous substance with the pretext of preventing a pandemic that was never a pandemic, but a "plandemic" designed

for a massive program of annihilation of the population. The lie has become the rule of law and the combination of fear and threat

is quite successful. Humanity is under a "suicide vaccination", starting with the elderly and the sick, those who are an

"unproductive burden" for society.

Dr. Luis Miguel de Benito identi=ed the MAC addresses emanating from the bodies of people who received the punctures,

suggesting that they now contain hidden microchips or transmitters that could be linked to a futuristic "Mark of the Beast." Klaus

Schwab, he told the world that within the next 10 years, “=rst we will wear them on our clothes and then we could imagine

implanting them in our brains or in our skin,” referring to implantable microchips. Schwab infamously warned that these

microchips would coincide with his planned "Great Reset," which he also promised would be achieved through the Covid-19

pandemic.
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I saw this video. Those are not robot arms, and they're not assembling anything. I did a lot of research on that, and got landed on

for pointing out that not only is this not true of this video, but we do not yet have the technology to produce self-assembling or

robot-assembling mechanisms IN LIVING TISSUE. The scienti=c papers published in the last two years all say they hope to have

this capability in the future. We have plenty of information about all the poisons in the jab, and all the toxic mechanisms going on.

It is vitally important we stick to the facts, lest we show ourselves to be fools and discredit ourselves. We need to stick strictly to

the facts because we have our work cut out for us stopping the tyrants from using these tools to exterminate millions upon

millions of people. My background: married for 52 years to one of the foremost computer engineers in the United States, PhD in

electrical engineering, knows both hardware and software, founded a company offering computer services that is now a household

name.

And I sat at his feet all those years and learned. In addition, I have separate interests, such as crystallography and mineralogy,

which I can use to evaluate images I see in these videos. I have yet to see ANY EVIDENCE WHATSOEVER that any CIRCUITS are

being assembled in any human being. Let's stick to the facts. The graphene BY ITSELF is suhciently poisonous and responsive to

5G to do all the damage they need, and we don't need machines in bodies to make people slaves. That has already happened.
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Jesus spoke intimately in the upper room of the Holy Spirit -- the Spirit of Truth Who will guide us into all truth and Who would come in

Jesus' stead to live within us and be with us forever. John 12-17 tells us that the reason Christ died was two-fold: to shed His blood and

take to the grave with Him all the sin and corruption ever conceived and enacted from the =rst Adamic sin to all the horrors of what is

now transpiring, redeeming us and setting us right with the Father, but also to give us the privilege and right to be born of God and able to

receive the Holy Spirit of Adoption inside of ourselves through baptism ( washing and immersion) into His new Life.

So many in the church have compromised this message, discrediting or rejecting the third Person of the Godhead. 1 Corinthians 2:9-16

Ampli=ed states: "For what person perceives what passes through a man's thoughts except the man's own spirit within him? Just so, no

one discerns the thoughts of God except the Spirit of God." Only through the Spirit can a person possess true discernment. These pastors

are operating apart from the Spirit of Truth. Woe to those false shepherds who hold a form of piety yet are strangers to the power of it

that comes from God! Their coercion is of itself anathema to true faith, because to force anyone to go against their personal conviction of

God's approval is to push them to sin.

To make a person stumble in faith by ingesting something they believe is not consecrated by God "causes the ruin of one for whom Christ

died!" (Rom. 14:15-23) In our household my husband is Greek Orthodox, and he received a letter from the patriarchate mocking anyone

who held "conspiracy theories" and offering absolutely no quarter for anyone whose conviction before God led away from this evil serum.

There is a great falling away occurring, but it was foretold, and the shaking is necessary and God-ordained.
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Hear the words of Paul, the man who confessed to being demon-possessed in II Corinthians. The irony is delicious, and it

underscores the entire point of the article. Many have commented on the false teachings of religious leaders, but where is the

truth? It is presented in the 1,000 year testimony of God throughout the Towrah, Prophets and Psalms. In these Final Days, the

much-prophesied Last Witness is examining the texts and conveying them in accordance with the original, ancient Hebrew. God

will not let these calamities, which we have brought upon ourselves, fully engulf the world without offering one last chance for

those with discernment, with the earnest will to seek the truth, to prevail. YadaYah.com
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This is why I don’t do religion
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This is not meant to be offensive. Religion isn't "done." It is practiced and there is a faith element in it. I see that you can recognize

bad people, and that also is a skill to carry over into getting to know religious people. There are good people and bad people

everywhere, and some are pretty darned good at hiding their badness, but it eventually comes out. Be wary of people who say

"trust me" when you don't even know them yet!
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Religion and faith in, and worship of, our Creator, God, and Savior, YHVH, Yehovah, incarnate in our LORD Jesus Christ, are not

synonymous with one another. There’s many, many different religions, full of man made false doctrine, and worthless traditions of

men, whose members bow down to false gods, but there’s only one true faith, and one way to being reconciled to our Heavenly

Father YHVH, and it’s through His visible image, His incarnate Word, Jesus Christ. Faith in Christ naturally leads to faith in the Holy

Spirit inspired scriptures of truth in the KJV Bible. It’s impossible to know YHVH without knowing His Word. If you dislike religion,

you are in good company, because Jesus Christ also was against religion, saying of the religious, “Howbeit in vain do they worship

Me, teaching for doctrine the commandments of men.

For laying aside the commandment of YHVH, ye hold the tradition of men, as the washing of pots and cups: and many other such

like things ye do. And He said unto them, Full well ye reject the commandment of YHVH, that ye may keep your own tradition’”,

Mark 7:7-9. Jesus also called the religious, “white washed sepulchers full of dead men’s bones”, implying they outwardly appear

righteous, but they were spiritually dead, and full of unrighteousness. That’s why it was the religious leaders who conspired to have

Jesus Christ kiIled.

I start with God’s written Word as my foundation, and the indwelling Holy Spirit as my teacher, through my faith in Christ as my

Creator and Savior incarnate, and the Spirit of YHVH teaches me to spiritually discern who and what is truly of God, as He is who

guides all the redeemed people of YHVH into all truth. Please, don’t reject Jesus Christ because you reject religion. “Religion that is

pure and unde=led before YHVH, the Father, is this: to visit orphans and widows in their a|iction, and to keep oneself unstained

from the world”, James 1:27. Satan is the author of all false religion, but the Word of YHVH is truth.
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Starve people of information then get them from all angles.Not the end of the story, The PayPal Amendment

dailysceptic.org/.../the-paypal-amendment  “As regular readers will know, I recently had a run-in with PayPal after the payment processor

cancelled the account of the Daily Sceptic, along with the Free Speech Union and my personal account. After I kicked up an almighty fuss,

all three accounts were restored. However, that’s not the end of the story. PayPal has deplatformed hundreds of individuals and

organisations who still haven’t had their accounts restored, including the U.K.

Medical Freedom Alliance, a group that campaigns against vaccine mandates which is run by Elizabeth Evans, a contributor to this site.

Why? Because PayPal routinely closes the accounts of anyone who challenges the prevailing orthodoxy, whether about the mRNA

vaccines or the war in Ukraine. We need to rein in these global =nancial services companies and stop them from engaging in this sinister

new form of censorship.” www.ukmedfreedom.org/about  dailysceptic.org/2022/10/21/time-for-doctors-and-politicians-to-stop-i..
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Wow, it's amazing hearing what power they have over everything, it's scary, but damn! I'm a little impressed by there evil genius

plans, a pity I'm not evil or a genius, I could be rich, it's just I wouldn't be able to live with myself
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Be glad PayPal didn't charge you $2500!
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Yes, I tried closing my accounts, and they let me by saying I have a pending charge but heard that’s common as they try to hold

onto business. . but all my =nancial info is out of there. Won’t use it again. Evil begets evil when we turn a blind eye.
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GAB has a PayPal “like” platform. They own and run their own platform with their own servers, no one can shut them down. I don’t

have a link. You have to search the net no one will carry their app bc they don’t lock step. Best to you and your biz!
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After experiencing a huge backlash on social media a couple of days ago, PayPal quickly backed off its outrageous plan to =ne

users up to $2,500, debited directly from their accounts, for "misinformation." The tech titan has remained opaque on whether it

will implement sanctions for what it perceives as "bigotry" against gays and gender-confused people. PayPal's move was a step

beyond the cancellation of GoFundMe donations to Canadian truckers who opposed the Trudeau Administration's onerous vaccine

mandates earlier this year.

PayPal said it would actually attack the private accounts of its customers to punish their reviews. Raymond Wolfe of LifeSiteNews

explained that PayPal's new user agreement would have updated the left-wing payment giant's "prohibited list of activities" to

include "sending, posting, or publishing any message, content, or material" that "promotes misinformation, ” determined at the

“sole discretion” of PayPal. The policy change would also have prohibited the posting of content that PayPal deems "poses a risk

to user safety or well-being" and would have expanded the company's ban on "discriminatory" content to cover "protected groups"

and speci=c characteristics.

, including sexual orientation and " gender identity.". It was a test balloon. PayPal wanted to see how far it could go to punish those

who seek to protect children and young people from monstrously dangerous medical practices.

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/paypals-plan-to-=ne-users-for-misinformati..
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PayPal also noti=ed the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) that it would no longer process any donations from its

supporters because the awareness group does not support mandatory "vaccination" against Covid-19. PayPal has done the same

with the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance, the Organic Consumer's Association (OCA), and many other organizations that

reject some or all of the pandemic narrative. Acting as a "ministry of truth" just like Facebook, Twitter, and other corrupt tech

platforms, PayPal decided to appoint itself as a kind of police force to patrol and combat Fauci Wu "disinformation," which is how it

started. All this. The self-proclaimed "media watchdog" group Media Matters for America =led a complaint against PayPal and

GoFundMe for allegedly "hosting crowdfunding campaigns for organizations spreading harmful misinformation about COVID-19."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/paypal-nonpro=ts-opposed-vaccine-..
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Just a reminder...that Paypal was created by Elon Musk.
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I recently cancelled my account with PayPal. There are other sources.
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Evangelist Marcus Lamb, who with his wife Joni created the Christian cable station TBN, died from covid, yet his wife has had numerous

guests on her show Table Talk, including Dr McCullough, discouraging her audience from getting the vaccine...All the televangelists

basically said, it was a personal choice.
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Yes, Luana was a personal decision with love. The best thing in this world is to defend what you think is the best with love.

Kindness is not an attribute of the pure will but of the heart in love with God and that makes it possible for the will to be associated

with ful=lling at all times the design that the Love of God proposes. In other words: ful=ll the will of God in all works and in all acts.

The evangelist Marcus Lamb has defended the truth of science and her wife has shared these beliefs with her dear husband,

inviting relevant scientists who love people, because they love God, to his program. God have Mascus in his glory
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Just so everyone knows, TBN hosts a lot of heretics who claim to be Christians. They have a lot of prosperity preachers, for

instance. Prosperity is not a Christian idea. Jesus told us to take up our cross. That's the polar opposite. Prosperity preachers get

rich off donations, and many have been involved in scandals. It's a good example of why it is dihcult for the non-Christian to

distinguish between Christian groups and cults. And why an article such as this one mentions leaders who are recognized as not

being Christian by Christians who have studied their faith deeply, which other people will usually take their word that they are

Christians.

I saw this with the mention of Rick Warren, for example. You will =nd articles that de=ne his heresy on the internet, if you know

where to look. Yet he is named as a Christian in this article. This doesn't detract from the value of the article by a long shot, but it

does point to the fact that we need to consider the possibility that those who pushed the clot shots aren't Christians to begin with,

just people who take on the label for their own purposes. Any Christian who knows of the involvement of tissue taken originally

from newborn babies will not even recommend people get the shots. They will counsel against it.
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MMaster... no one knows what is in one's heart but God...I see no problem with evangelists making money (many of them live off

of their books/music sales, and not donations) when the "stars" make multi millions doing something million others are capable of

doing, athletes make millions because they can hit or throw a ball, politicians make millions because they can (legally or not) ,

musicians can become millionaire rock stars, but you probably have no complaint about them. I have no issue with anyone making

money. As far as the evangelist goes, there will always be some who are out for the money, selling holy water, and "blessed" pieces

of cloth. I use discernment and common sense when I watch or listen to any one on TV or Youtube. Unless they are blatantly bogus

I pass no judgement. Oh and I doubt that Jesus was poor and would have quali=ed for government assistance....But that's just my

opinion.
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These 'faith leaders' are what the scriptures would refer to as wolves in sheep's clothing.
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Exactly. They don’t know Jesus Christ, because Jesus Christ is Almighty God, YHVH, incarnate as a Wesh man, to be our sinless

Kinsman Redeemer. If Jesus Christ wasn’t YHVH, He wouldn’t have been sinless, because only YHVH is sinless. Every time Jesus

Christ refers to Himself as the “Son of Man”, He’s declaring His deity, referring to Daniel 7, the Ancient of Days, and that’s why the

Jews tried to stone Jesus for blasphemy, saying in John 10, when Jesus asked why they were going to stone Him, “We do not

stone you for any good work, but being a man, YOU MAKE YOURSELF TO BE GOD”. Since the Jews only worshipped one God,

YHVH, the living God of Abraham, Isaac, and lsraeI, it’s without question as to who the Jews were accusing Jesus Christ of

claiming to be.

Jesus Christ also calls Himself the I AM of Exodus 3 in John 8:58, because that’s who lsaiah 6:9 says Jesus is, the Mighty God,

YHVH incarnate. Sickness is a consequence of sin entering the creation, and mankind experiences sickness because we’re part of

God’s creation. As the Creator incarnate, Jesus Christ was without sin, and He had to become a Wesh man in order to become

subject to death, so He could die in our place on the cross, and appease the Father’s wrath against our sins.

Jesus doesn’t need us, or anything mankind has, because He is self-existing, from everlasting to everlasting, needing NOTHING to

exist. We need Him. So why would anyone who knows Jesus Christ is God, the Almighty I Am, YHVH, incarnate, say “Jesus would

take the vaccine”? They wouldn’t, because the Holy Spirit wouldn’t allow them to blaspheme YHVH in Christ, which means these

“religious leaders” are frauds, wolves disguised as “shepherds”, and if they don’t repent of their blasphemy, they will spend eternity

in the lake of =re. They are liars & murderers, right along with the makers of this poison jab.
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Myself and 3 others (all men) are the last holdouts at work. We have not gotten jabbed. All 4 of us have been exposed. All 4 of us have

dealt with the harassments that go along with being labeled a vaxx-denier. Every time someone in my wife's lab catches the China Flu

everyone is sent home to quarantine for 5 days (no symptoms) or 3 days with a negative test from a clinic/lab. Anyone who has a

spouse/roommate/relative at home that's unvaccinated has to also show a negative test result. Same goes for my job. If a contact tracing

investigation claims I came in contact with someone I have to go home for 5 days or show a negative test.

I always bring a negative test result back to prove a point. If I were vaccinated I wouldn't have to do anything. Yet they (the vaccinated) are

the ones that keep getting sick! To prove my point that the majority (highest percentage) of people catching covid-19 are vaccinated just

click on the link for Walgreens Covid-19 Index and page over to page 3: www.walgreens.com/.../covid-19-index  Just 21% of those testing

positive are unvaccinated. That means 79% of the positive test results are from people who are VACCINATED!
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Yesterday at work several of us were escorted to the nurses station without being informed as to WHY(?). We were all curious if

we’d been exposed to hepatitis or who knows. I asked a few if they’d taken the jab which they had not then I was gut checked so I

immediately stopped asking. I was curious why so many of us weren’t jabbed. Turns out it was a random drug test, yet still I =nd it

curious-
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kentmckee
Joined On 10/1/2012 12:25:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smart man! If I were you, I'd also look for another employer as your current one is not likely to last. They have doomed themselves

to bankruptcy eventually. There are other employers that don't make you jump through these hoops anymore...Shop around.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Call me an "anti vaxxer", but I am actually proud to be drug free. It used to be that being a "drugee" was a shameful connotation. My

has the world turned upside down.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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THE BIGGEST HOAX OF ALL TIME! I know that I am right! For those who don't see it now - they will, eventually...or perhaps not!
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Randyfast
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Jim; just tell them that you "tested positive" for having a brain and the ability to think for yourself.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM
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indeed, it is a pandemic of the "vaccinated", and the more shots you get, the worse your immune system becomes!
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surely, if Jesus met Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci and most of the Medical Terrorists, he would be focussed =rst on performing exorcism to

cast out their pHARMa devils.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thank you NW, your suggestion is a necessity, humanity needs the powers of love to break with the globalist elites who are only

interested in enhancing their power and money with the blood of people. Mental stress is also likely to enter, Emotional, spiritual

and physical caused by the pandemic and genetic weapons are becoming a perfect storm for demonic possession and

intervention. It has been commented that there are "fully vaccinated" people who show strong signs of demonic possession.
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_Tn1s_
Joined On 6/18/2021 3:11:53 PM
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“It’s also possible that faith-based organizations are given =nancial incentives to collaborate with federal health authorities, although I

have no evidence of this at the moment.“  Every so-called church in the US, no matter the faith or denomination, is a 501c3 tax-exempt,

steepled corporation; the priest/minister/rabbi/imam comes complete with a muzzle and preaches the Word of God in accordance to the

government’s rules. If he crosses certain lines—this crown virus vaccine matter is a perfect example— his company (i.e. his “church”) will

lose that prized tax exemption. And what a problem that would be when donations stop! After all, who in his right, =nancially-savvy mind

would donate when there’s nothing to be gained (like a tax exemption)? These “churches” serve mammon. Disgusting.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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The history of elite powers utilizing the clergy to advance their programs is ancient. The most blatant example are the countless

missionaries of all stripes working on behalf of several different crowns and several major world wide religions (initially the Vatican) to

colonize tribal peoples around the world over the past 500 years. Even prior to that the Romans were exporting their gods, the Sumarians

their gods and so on back into the mists of time. This form of manipulation is as old as the use of fear to control the masses.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Very true Krofter. Habits help, but they are not enough if they are not practiced with love and humility. What the missionaries and

the apostles of God have to do is through attention, self-regulation and perseverance to help their faithful by improving their habits

of prayer and life in freedom. But an ecclesiastical sector is marked by the ego and they do not live freely. Most likely, they remain

very attached to their ego, with a projection of appearance. In the third mansions, Saint Teresa explains to us that humility is the

virtue that can help us live with more freedom.

"Perfect love has this strength: that we forget our contentment to please those we love." Yes, Kroter, the church must embrace

humility and divest itself of pride, and riches, in order to love God. In a society that proposes that existential emptiness can be

silenced with noise and consumerism, it can be dihcult to live simply and detach ourselves from things, recognition or special

treatment. Humility helps us recognize that all human beings are equally valuable simply for being alive.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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I agree about love being able to overcome. If people understood that simple fact, they would realize proselytizing is as pointless as

jabs.
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AnnieRoseBlueberry
Joined On 8/3/2020 8:53:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covidism is a religion. How do we know? Look at its acolytes and adherents and recognize them by their religious garb and worship

practices. They wear the mask religiously as a sign of their belief in the one true faith, Covidism. They bow down at the altar of Covid and

celebrate by taking the sacrament of the shot and boosters. They constantly share, repeat, practice, and enforce the Covid scriptures of

requiring a mask, bathing from the holy fonts of hand sanitizer, staying six feet apart, and staying at home. Woe be to those who stray

from the Covid path of righteousness, for these Covidiians will make sure that you sinners are called out, shunned, censored, =red, and

destroyed in the sacred name of Covid. I’m surprised they don’t follow non-believers around with a handbell ringing it and shouting

“shame” while other believers Wing excrement at their enemies like in GOT. In the name of St. Fauci, let all Covid believers say, “We are all

in this together!”
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus told his Wock "by its fruit you will know the tree" I am a medical heretic. The allopathic industry has had over a hundred years to

demonstrate its worth and since they have branded all other forms of medical treatment from herbal cures to chiropractic as quackery

and have taken over our medical industry, medical schools, and publications their fruit has left the world suffering the effects of their

treatment. Heart disease is the leading cause of death, cancer touches nearly every family. In 2019 there were 1.7 million new cases of

cancer and about 600,000 deaths in the U.S.

Diabetes a|icts 24.9 million (8.2% of U.S. population), while 5.4 million of the U.S. population are living with paralysis. The respiratory

disease death rate is soaring, and about 795,000 people a year in the U.S. suffer a stroke . Numerous articles and studies suggest that

medical errors are the 3rd leading cause of death including a large number of people who die from taking their prescriptions as ordered. I

personally feel that antibiotics are responsible for antibiotic resistant bacteria and viruses. Vaccinations harm our immune systems

which are supposed to be our ultimate protection from disease, and steroids further dampen what immune system protections we have

remaining.

Today if you see the doctor for any problem from joint pain to colitis, lung problems to skin conditions he will whip out his prescription

pad and prescribe steroids which reduce the performance of your immune system and can possibly cause diabetes or elevate your blood

pressure. Recent attempts by the medical industry to re-write our DNA with an experimental jab are despicable to the point that I refuse to

even go in for a simple physical.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said Pi...none of this is new and most planned and orchestrated since the Flexner report was commissioned by the

Rockefeller clan back in 1910.
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Ammieee
Joined On 3/4/2010 1:11:30 PM
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You can even have a doctor whip out a prescription pad if you take no drugs, have no pains or complaints, but decide to have a

check-up so you have a doctor to go to in a new town. My husband refused a statin the young doctor wanted to put him on because

we felt his 252 total cholesterol with high HDL was just =ne. This was in October of 2019. The doctor wrote him a letter saying he

could not be his doctor! By the way, that was =ne with us because all the other people we saw in the waiting room were stooped

and sickly-looking with walkers. My husband never got the jab nor covid or anything else. He is 77 and we are doing great.
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eagoleshcomcast.net
Joined On 1/26/2012 9:18:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These shots were made by using aborted children in their process. Jesus never endorsed the belief that the end justi=es the means. Evil

is evil, the Lord was tested many times in the Bible by the devil. He would say to him "be gone satan" not, oh you make a good point. If

Christ endorsed these shots He would endorse abortion as okay... as long as the kids were used for a "good" purpose.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM
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Yes, the churches have fallen into apostasy and for a very long time have been deceiving people with false doctrine which, in turn, has

taken any discernment they may have had, from them. The =rst mentioned Rick Warren and Tim Keller are 2 of the most apostate leaders

in the church today. They easily fool people with their manipulated ideas of men and those so deceived have no idea because they never

check to see if they are being told the truth. Especially Pope Francis, who lies with the adroitness of the jesuit he is, who covets like every

pope before him, the dominion of the whole world, as the seat of the papacy had for over 1000years in the Dark Ages.

This is biblical and not of my opinion but laid down in scripture if one takes the time for very deep study. Even on the surface one can see

the clear description of the RCC in scripture [Revelation 17-18]as the beast/antichrist which does devour the whole world. THE EARTH IS

FLOODED WITH LIES NOW . The truth of what is going on is in the bible. This is a Satanic =ght between God and evil forces of the

devil/dragon which gives power, seat and authority to the beast. God is in control of everything.

He has given those evil ones and unbelievers, over to their sins, their reprobate minds, to sin so that they condemn themselves. It's a long

story but this world is come under the judgment of God now and all believers must endure in the faith and believe in Jesus Christ, and put

all their trust in Him. He is our strength and will guide our every step as all unfolds. We are not to be complacent but rather seek God and

obey so that it is He who works in you to will and to do of His good pleasure. [Philippians 2:13] May God make His face to shine upon us

and bless us.
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menchfrompwm
Joined On 8/31/2020 10:59:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Even from your own number men will arise and distort the truth in order to draw away disciples after them.” -Acts 20:30 “By thy sorceries

were all nations deceived.” Revelation 18:23
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

keep your god given immune system strong don't let fear destroy it .
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Barbara Charis
Joined On 3/8/2007 9:13:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LIES, LIES, AND MORE LIES! Using a Master who was into spiritual healing to promote these vile vaxxes? ?? What kind of faith do they

have? Faith in the Almighty Dollar! Those who would proclaim this garbage - are con artists, paid off mercenaries and murderers..
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visiwig
Joined On 3/8/2016 8:44:15 AM
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Faith leaders! Faith based organisations! The wonderful thing about being a true Christian is that you have a personal relationship with

Jesus the Messiah. And over the years, you get to know Him better than you know anyone else! He shares His thoughts with you. You

have a personal covenant with Him which will outlast this present world-order. And I speak as someone who gave her heart to Jesus 55+

years ago. We know from the bible that there will be a great falling away - many who you thought were Christians will turn out to be

traitors. This is happening and will get worse. We know from the bible there will be a failure of both Shepherds and "Fat Sheep".

But the promise is that Jesus will seek after His own sheep and take care of them. Dr Mercola is right to raise this issue as a warning to

all Christians. Jesus said "Call no man teacher for ONE is your Teacher" (ie the Holy Spirit). The thing about a middle eastern shepherd of

the time, is that he didn't round up the sheep or drive them, but he knew every sheep by name and he walked in front of them, and they

followed behind. Every sheep knew the voice of the shepherd. Christians should not be following one another or their leaders. If every

true believer is following the real Shepherd, Jesus, they will all go in the same direction and there is no need for them to follow one

another.

Jesus is so faithful - and I speak from personal experience. We have to have our own oil, and we can't borrow other peoples oil, or just go

along with the crowd of other Christians. We must know Jesus for ourselves. We must have that personal love and relationship with Him.

(and that involves reading the whole bible with His help and not just reading the bits we like or agree with) I do so hope that Dr Mercola

will discover, see and understand that Jesus died on the Cross for him, and not just as a token sacri=ce for the whole world. Oh that Dr

Mercola will see and know the love of Jesus!
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AuntTammie
Joined On 9/4/2020 7:38:43 PM
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Ok, I already left one comment saying that I didn't read the article because it makes me literally sick, but then I saw another comment that

said speci=c names were called out, so I had to go back & skim to see who those wolves in sheep's clothing are (some I already

knew)....and when I saw Tony Hopkin's attempt to justify saying Jesus would have the jabs (NO WAY JESUS WOULD!), by comparing that

to Jesus being baptized, I had to comment further. There is nothing remotely close to a parallel there, & trying to say there is is pure

blasphemy & horrendously evil. John the Baptist was baptizing as a call to repentance. Jesus obviously had nothing to repent for, as He is

perfect & sinless.

His being baptized was to foreshadow what He was going to do for us on the cross. He took ALL of the sin of everyone who belongs to

Him on Himself, & literally washed us clean with His blood. His baptism was =guratively showing us that He would take on our sin & wash

it away & defeat it for eternity. There is no comparison in any way, shape, or form between that amazing gift, & the way that evil Tony

Hopkins tried to use it to justify the hugely wrong & horribly sinful evil agenda behind the jabs (or the harm that they cause), let alone to

try to claim that Jesus would not only endorse it, but would have it Himself.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry folks, but most churches are devil-oriented. Many are called. Few are chosen!
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM
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When everything else fails, throw Jesus into the mix!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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and wear a injection pendent as Hochul did in NY
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM
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watch this bloodcurdling video about Vax Destroys Hearts & Brains of Billions of People  Dr Sucharit Bhakdi

rumble.com/v1qhs6k-cv19-vax-destroys-hearts-and-brains-of-billions-of-..
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM
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I just saw that and my mind was blown.  Have you seen this? An Australian researcher captured three hours of footage of a day in

the life of a vial of the jab. It’s so advanced. It’s incredible but it doesn’t belong in people.

rumble.com/v1prv94-world-=rst-robotic-arms-assembling.html
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a wonderful and special pleasure to read dear Dr. M quoting the Bible, together with Gui, Randyfast and so many other Mercolers.

Please, Dr M and everyone else, read the book of John so you can begin a personal relationship with Jesus Christ - that is the whole point

of the Bible and life itself, so that we may all be reconciled with God. (John is a great place to start with, although it's only a suggestion.)

We each will either spend eternity with God (in Heaven) or without God, (in Hell -and no, it's not a fun place- with Satan) depending on the

choice we each make *before* we die. On a side note, it is sad to know even Christian leaders have fallen to the deception, and yes, it is

written, although the Bible refers to even bigger and worse deceptions (referring to Satan).

BTW, the pope is absolutely not a Christian, and people who follow the religion he's the leader of aren't either, at least for the most part,

*because they do not read, much less obey, God's Word*. Same thing for the other religions and their leaders. If they read it, they'd know

the *only* way to Heaven is through the gift of salvation that Jesus Christ offers. So either you pay for your sins in Hell, or you take God's

gift and let Jesus pay for you. The Bible is our only true, reliable source. God bless each of us!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Yes, VickyD. All true with one correction. If you obtain a literal translation of the Word, you will learn there is NO eternal damnation.

It took me 2-3 years to wrap my head around that truth. All people ever in Christ will be with Him on the New Earth for 1,000 years.

Those not of Him will each spend a certain amount of time in the Lake of Fire for correction, cleansing and redemption. The lake

may not even be an actual physical =re. Remember, it is His will that none should perish and that all will be reconciled with Him.

Every knee shall eventually bow and every tongue confess that Yeshua is Lord. Makes no sense to do that in Hell. God is LOVE.

Yahweh is not going to create tens of billions of people just to send them to eternal damnation and suffering. But it sure keeps the

people in the pews and guarantees tithes and offerings, though.
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roadmaster
Joined On 1/7/2022 7:48:50 AM
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We used to support Franklin Graham's "Christmas Child" ministry, UNTIL he urged the clot shots on everyone. The Missus wrote him a

polite letter informing him that he WRONG, buying into the evil LIES, junk science, & propaganda, leading people astray. Graham's reply

was as expected - no different from a politician's wishy-washy form letter addressing a constituent's complaint. No more $$$ for you,

Frank! Sorry, children of the world. Our church used to support Salvation Army. No more, since they adopted guidelines for volunteers

based on utter BS: Equity, Inclusion and Diversity, CRT, with mandatory "Check Your White Privilege" classes.

Funny how empty the kettles are nowadays. Except for a few, churches have FAILED miserably - they should have stood strong in the

breach, between their Wocks and this Satanic EVIL, but they did not. Far too many "shepherds" are/were just as ignorant as their sheep as

to what is actually happening! Some have a clue now, but it's too late - they didn't instill enough Trust in God to keep their congregants

from running out and getting the jabs. Instead of warning of the potential danger, our own gutless Pastors chose to "trust the science"

and encouraged people to make masking/jabbing a personal choice.

Today, many in our church are suffering declining health, realize they've screwed up big time, and waiting for a miserable death, sooner,

rather than later. Those of us who are unvaxxinated, can only watch helplessly. Starting in March 2020, we tried to warn people this whole

scam was BS, and redoubled our efforts when the vax became available. But by that time they were too propagandized & fearful to listen.

Now we have only sympathetic words & prayers for His Peace.
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The local Salvation Army thrift store was closed for over a year due to the Bologna Virus. What a farce.
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We also used to give a lot of money to Salvation Army. I bet we gave $10,000 over the last 30 years. Then I suddenly became racist

(so they say). So I am not a racist when giving all that money, and now I am a racist for not giving the money. As far as is in my

power, S A will not get another thin dime for us. As for OCC, that is another ministry that I love. I had no idea that Franklin Graham

was pushing the clot shots. I too shall write him a letter . . . Thanks for that info.
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Brian; and I always thought that they were a Christian organization. Apparently, not so much. May I paraphrase? "There is a way

that seems right, unto a man; but in the end, leads to destruction".
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Randy, Christian organization means little these dayd.
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roadmaster, after reading your post and researching a little bit, I contacted Franklin Graham's ministry and said "Shame on you for

pushing the vax in the name of Jesus!" I told them to take me off their mailing list. I suppose next Mr. Graham will be advocating

for Jesus to be in the doctor's ohce with me while I am getting a pap smear? I have done OCC boxes since the mid 90's personally

paying for =lling them out of our pocket and paying for shipping (no small matter when it is now $9 a shoebox for shipping). Last

year I did 30. That has been the average for years. No more. Mr. Graham overstepped his boundaries and de=nitely left the Bible

behind in his self-appointed mandate. Thank you for informing me.
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Something I learned in church from a very wise pastor was never take anything any preacher/ teacher of God's word says for granted and

believe it as truth. He would encourage us to go into God's word and seek the truth for ourselves. Well, I have always followed that advice

and thought I'll do the same with this. And guess what? I found nothing that suggested that Jesus would take the Covid jab or encourage

it. And with that, I never did take it either.
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darmarmot
Joined On 2/16/2021 3:58:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very simple answer. You can give yourself a label but that doesn't make it true. A seminary degree does not confer that title as Christian.

When Jesus is your Lord one should expect that soon thereafter one should become born again in the Spirit if not at the same time you

submit to serving him, dying to self, and being His hands and feet on this Earth to do His will knowing the mind of Christ. After being

poisoned following the dictates of the snake on the pole degree I received following more than 20 years of disability, I came out of that

going to that SSA ohce and signing a statement that by His stripes I am healed. Covid plandemic was a wake up call to come out of

Babylon.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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darmarmot, now you did it! You are labeled as a domestic terrorist. Welcome to the club!
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PatchWood
Joined On 8/15/2009 9:54:53 AM
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No, Iesu WOULD NOT TAKE THE JAB. Beware also: Mars is retrograde now in Gemini for the next 3 months. So, be WARY!!! THERE WILL

BE A LOT OF AGGRESSIVE LIES AND MISINFORMATION BEING COMMUNICATED DURING THESE COMING MONTHS.
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM
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Mars / Gemini for 3 months? implying aggressive lies are coming? WOW. What was the last 2.5 years B4 Marz went retro?
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giles22
Joined On 11/13/2010 5:28:00 PM
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Great response I.M5384, Naughty mars! No offense Patchwood, it was just that his or her response was damn funny
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PatchWood
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Hey guys.. no worries. BUT IT WILL ALL BE GETTING WORSE.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I don't need Mars to tell me that things are going to get worse. People can't even imagine how bad this is going to get; although,

the WHO, WEF and UN probably have a pretty good idea!
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Kathyhille
Joined On 1/14/2013 3:34:44 PM
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Jesus has all authority over sickness and death. He would never recommend any kind of vaccine. He paid the price on the cross for all sin

and sickness. As a follower of Jesus, I stand on the promises on God’s Word- Isaiah 53:4  by His stripes I am healed. Also, Psalm 91 says

three times that I am protected from plagues, pestilence because I am in relationship with my Heavenly Father through Jesus. I pray every

day that the evil that has been perpetrated by these evil people who created the virus and the vaccines will be exposed and that the

people involved will be held accountable for their crimes.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM
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Like so many other Orwellian measures in recent years, what was truly safe & effective (medications such as HCQ & IVM) was deemed

dangerous, while what was REALLY dangerous (the covid jabs) was touted as being "safe & effective". Sadly, too few people were able to

recognize this paradigm, and willingly rolled-up their sleeves.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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And how much money do the rich Catholic and Mormon churches have invested in P=zer????
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memeKnight1
Joined On 11/14/2011 7:03:07 AM
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All of the jab pushers and proponents are MERE MORTALS! The fact they bowed to the god of "SCIENCE", a false god, has shown just how

much the evil of this existence has grown to be a larger challenge to the people of faith.
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM
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Well put: "the god of science," and so true. It is idolatry and it has run rampant in this nation for many decades. The =rst failure was

long ago when they embraced Darwin's Evolutionary Theory, which is a hoax and lie of the worst order, which has been proven time

and again to be false, yet the idolaters keep pushing their belief. It was used to start the eugenics program. It was used by Adolf

Hitler to wipe out millions, pushing his master race. It is used today to make men believe God did not create this world and all in it,

and that we must "evolve." Men have devolved, the more sinful and rebellious to God they become. Is not the "great reset" planned

by evolutionists who are against God and against the human race? They have no qualms about killing millions to achieve their

wicked goals.
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Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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Hopeful, the production of fake mRNA and messing with our DNA grows straight out of the "theory" of evolution. It comes from a

failure to recognize the image of God in the human being. Jesus took on human Wesh, so even our DNA is part of God's image in

us. It is the height of arrogance to think we can do a better job of engineering our genetics than God did. The "theory" of evolution

was devised for the purpose of denying God's existence.
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Ron2004
Joined On 8/19/2008 2:39:06 PM
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First of all, Jesus WAS NOT Jesus back in the day. It was Yeshua.
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gmcft
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Why would God need a vaccine?
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GoldenFlower
Joined On 12/11/2021 1:39:47 AM
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Its balony, to be polite. They don’t speak for, Jesus, Budha, Gandi, Peter, Paul or Mary. Only for their lying selves, what a bunch of

hypocrites.
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memeKnight1
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Power crazed and unaware mortals with big mouths.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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When we confuse "health" with medicine - we get nonsense. The WHO is actually the WMO - the World Medical Organization. Health is

just a marketing term for them. The truth: An illness is a hole in our health. A cure =lls the hole with healthiness. Medicines often allow us

to tolerate the hole, and to let it grow. When we confuse prevention with cure as in "PREVENTION is ALWAYS BETTER THAN CURE", we

get more nonsense. There are two types of preventatives, those that reduce our natural healthiness, like seat belts, helmets, and

vaccines, and those that improve our healthiness, like Vitamin C, a healthy diet, and exercise. These truths become clear as we study

cure, but our current medical industrial corporate complex is not interested in cures - they're bad for business. to your health, tracy
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President Trump is at the forefront pitching to everyone to take the clot shot and how safe it is. Voted for him twice but never again.
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MMaster
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Sad to say, if Trump runs again, he will be up against someone who will MANDATE the shots. Trump won't mandate them. Some

choice, eh? If you vote, will you choose the lesser of two evils? Or will you not vote and give half a vote to the greater?
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My Independent Baptist King James Bible believing Pastor did not fall for the LIES!
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But did he keep his 501c3 religious organization open?
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razz61
Joined On 10/15/2021 10:29:33 AM
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So Jesus, the one that healed the sick would get the vaccine? Why would he need to? Wouldn't he be impervious to getting sick? I mean

he died on the cross and then arose from the dead. Even being beaten and hung on a cross didn't affect him. What makes you think that a

virus would take him down? Besides wasn't the body the temple? Why would he put a foreign substance in his body that oh yes was made

with aborted fetuses. I'm not even religious and yet I would have to say, "NO, Jesus would pass on the vaccine." Idiots, all of them.
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dad5
Joined On 4/13/2007 2:24:24 AM
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Impossible HE would take the devil's brew
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lorac321
Joined On 10/16/2016 7:24:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus would take the shot? When you've used up all the insulating narratives, shamed people, and threatened people's ability to support

themselves and their families. And now your using the Jesus card? How insulting as well as offensive! But they are so desperate to

continue this insanity any and all things are fair game. So, I suggest you now weave a tale about the Elves in the North Pole packing shots

that Santa will bring to all good little girls and boys, and throw in the Easter Bunny for next spring! That is, If you haven't managed to KILL

OFF enough to satisfy your numbers. Too Bad the ovens, are shut down, WE could offer YOU a free trip to hell for all of you who are killing

our children, our relatives, and this Once Great Country!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Here, here! Well said!!!! As far as the =rst part, we have been through all of it. Shamed, lost jobs, judged, inability to go to school,

and now being refused to host a Japanese student for lack of vaccination proof. But I do NOT feel sorry for myself. I really believe

that this vaccine narrative will collapse when the time is right, and people will be saying "you were right." But it is not about me

being right, it is about trying to get some people to see the light for their own lives' sakes!
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Deppig
Joined On 10/7/2015 3:57:39 PM
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It turns out that everywhere I look, I see hierarchical structures. Religion, education, government, health etc etc etc... Even parenting for

they matter. For many years I have been thinking about the interplay between authority, power, obedience, virtue signaling, moral hazard,

reward and punishment, manipulation. These last years, it has become abundantly clear that it's working badly. I see through the

narratives with a growing clarity and courage that I never had before. Sometimes I feel scared and other times I feel a sence of freedom

and gratitude for my growth. As far as religion goes, even the use of the words Wock and shepherd are problematic. Maybe they were a

convenient metaphor a few thousand years ago, but today... I de=nitely do not consider myself a sheep...
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matahawa
Joined On 8/28/2016 3:59:08 PM
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Wasn't Jesus assassinated by the establishment, legally of course, for being a critical thinker? Now the establishment is using him as a

marketing tool for frankenshots? I don't think that's how He scrolls!
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Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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There’s no such thing as bad press-
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cho41366
Joined On 10/26/2013 4:58:42 AM
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Shows how this faith has been purchased. If Jesus was here, he would heal the sick via the power of the creator. These people are

satanic to the core.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It makes perfect sense that the US Military/Techno Complex in conjunction with Big Pharma would pressure/pay faith leaders and others

to promote the biological weapon jab. When it fails to do what was promised, then those that trust in these mouthpieces would loose

their con=dence and turn against the messenger. Another tool to "divide and conquer", then destroy.
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Hand^sh
Joined On 3/2/2009 7:00:35 AM
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Revelation 13; 14; 16; 19; & 20: should have been warning enough for anyone who read them. Even the R.F.I.D. Chip was leading up to the

"Mark of the beast", that causes grievious sores, & as with Covid jabs, "you can't buy or sell " without it, & it's still to be fully implemented.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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My focus has been on those chapters for months!
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aurorabarr
Joined On 8/8/2022 3:35:06 PM
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Jesus would not get the jab nor would He wear a mask. He would not social distance nor would He remain indoors in fear of getting

Covid. He would do the total opposite.
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JTb84736
Joined On 6/20/2020 1:04:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This comes under "you've got to be kidding". The communist party international in=ltrated the Methodist Church =rst in the 30s, and every

church in America is in=ltrated now. I don't necessarily think this is a "communist plot", but it just shows the gullibility of so-called

Christian "leaders". Too often people think that just because they are Christians, everything they think is what Jesus would do. I think all

you have to do is just read the Bible to =nd out that that is totally false. Sorry guys, Jesus may have told you to take the job, but he didn't

tell me. And, I'm not taking your word for what he said about vaccines.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM
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while it is true that many mainline church organizations have been deceived, please do not use that to categorize Christians,

especially those who feel God gave us science as a tool to reveal His glory and draw us closer to Him. God gave us an amazing

immune system AND scienti=c minds that can use evidence and data to see beyond the lies and illusions of a cunning and

deceptive enemy, to include the very real dangers of covid shots and the complete lack of evidence for co2-based climate fears.
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kuhnkat
Joined On 12/23/2021 8:08:58 PM
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No, Jesus would not have told us to get the shot. He would have known the authorities were lying to us.
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Fisher153
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indeed, He saw through the greed of moneychangers in the temple, the arrogance of the pharisees, and the fears of His own

apostles... and spoke truth to all of them.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a bus load of malarky these "Christian leaders" are pushing. SHAME on them. SHAME!
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Paulus1
Joined On 10/11/2021 5:39:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a devastating documentation of the blindness if not cupidity of the clergy. That doesn't diminish the truth of the Gospel, but it does

point out that there are many who sell out to the temptations of the world for personal gain.
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PleaseGod
Joined On 3/24/2011 6:44:46 PM
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Thanks for exposing the many liars. So thankful most of  my family would not get the shot.  Thankful for this source where I can learn the

truth.  Have prayed for you many times.  My God is a righteous judge and that is my comfort. Please keep exposing liars
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I believe Jesus would have said, I gave you a brain, engage it. Personal experience, "christians" are some of the biggest hypocrites I have

ever known.
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This reminds me of the story of Esau in the Bible. He comes in from a long day of hunting and is tired, famished, and apparently just can't

see anything else but that, in the moment, so, he quickly, and without thinking, sells his birthright for a mere bowl of stew. I wonder what

all these poor people who have been duped into taking these "vaccines" have "sold" in exchange for it. There have been reports of

thousands of horrible, life-altering, even up to and including death, side effects from taking them; including men, women and children.

There have been hundreds of stories (so far) of young men getting myocarditis. There have been hundreds of sports people who have

suddenly dropped dead, and many, many other people as young as in their twenties and thirties having strokes and heart attacks; many

fatal. Right now, personally, in our own little corner of the world (we're very private; don't have a large circle of people) we have a family

member of a friend in the hospital with her kidneys failing following the 'shot', and just yesterday didn't see one of the people who helps

us at the grocery store, and when we asked another employee, she said he died suddenly at the age of 44 of a stroke, and that yes, he

decided to get the 'vaccine', even when many who worked there did not (it's a health-food type store).

Again, I wonder how Jesus would feel about this. I could go on and on . . . I =nd it absolutely nauseating that any so-called "Christian"

organization or church would get behind big Pharma and help them with their life-destroying measures while they rake in their billions

leaving a trail of bodies.  It's mind boggling. I had heard that there were some "Christians" saying this stuff, but I didn't realize the size and

scope until this eye-opening article. But in one way, I'm not really surprised, because part of the 'agenda' is to get us all divided against

each other and so sadly, in some ways, they have succeeded.
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I am a Bible believing Christian (for over 40 years) of the truest kind and I couldn't agree more with this article. Last night I was listening

to an old preacher, who is long-since passed, teaching about what evil is. He said something that really stuck with me. He said the "nature

of evil is deception." So, let's go all the way back to the very beginning, to the Garden of Eden, and sure enough, the =rst thing the devil

does is to try to deceive mankind . . . and he's been doing it ever since.

There are so many arguments here for why this group of so-called "Christians" are so far off the mark that I don't even really know where

to begin. The biggest thing by far though, is that they have been so very badly deceived. First of all, even if in the beginning some of them

actually thought that they were going to help other's by taking a vaccine (which really isn't even a vaccine but a new, dna altering, =lled

with a bunch of other stuff you should never, ever put in your body, untested, farce of a giant guinea pig experiment), that point is now

long-since moot.

Unless you've been living under a rock somewhere, you know by now that the 'shots' do not/did not/never will: stop you from getting it,

stop you from spreading it, stop you from dying, and 'shed' making the whole thing worse by propagating new endless/variants. And by

the time this truth =nally got out, the vaccinated people had been out everywhere spreading their 'love for others'. So, to be sure the

vaccinated people are most-likely spreading and/or killing more people than the unvaccinated ever have.

Not sure how Jesus would feel about that. Plus, while lots of people like to say that they got vaccinated to 'help other people,' let's be

honest, most of them were just scared by all the lying media and/or wanted what they thought was quick =x, and/or wanted to be able to

go to a ball game, or to the grocery store, or whatever else they couldn't live without, which is exactly what they wanted.
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J.Vernon Mcgee?
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BrianAllen1, I will let you read directly God's Word, so you can know *the Truth*: Revelation, chapter 20: 11 And I saw a great white throne,

and him that sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven Wed away; and there was found no place for them. 12 And I saw the

dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of life: and the

dead were judged out of those things which were written in the books, according to their works. 13 And the sea gave up the dead which

were in it; and death and hell delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were judged every man according to their works. 14 And

death and hell were cast into the lake of =re.

This is the second death. 15 And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of =re. Mark 16:16 - He that

believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not, shall be damned. Matthew 25:41 - Then shall he say also unto them on

the left hand, Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting =re, prepared for the devil and his angels: Romans 6:23 - For the wages of sin is

death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord. (There are plenty more verses on this topic. Please contact me if

you wish me to send them to you.) You can also read this very clear explanation: www.gotquestions.org/eternal-damnation.html
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Thank you Vicky D. I am well acquainted with the book of Revelation and have owned many Bibles from the 1611 Edition to the

Geneva Bible. All being man's VERSIONS, not direct translations. The King James VERSION, the NEW King James VERSION, the

NEW International VERSION. You may want to explore the Concordant LITERAL New Testament and Concordant LITERAL Old

Testament by Concordant Publishing. Quite accurate and a real eye opener. Just as man's HIStory contains many lies, so are his

versions tainted. God's blessings to you.
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Hello Brianallen1. A Bible "version" is a translation of the original. It does not mean it is someone's "interpretation". So all of them

(including the one you mention) are a "version" or "translation", whichever word you prefer to use. I happen to work as a translator.

:) The =rst translating rule is that you cannot translate only literally! You'd give the reader or hearer the wrong concept. So I

encourage you to consider other versions/translations that are, all the opposite, not literal, so you can read what the original

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek texts say. The King James translation is the most accurate one, for many, many reasons which you

can =nd on the internet. Many blessings to you.
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To give a good example of the dihculties translators face, how do you translate "white as snow" when the language you are

translating into belongs to a people group that has never seen snow? You are absolutely correct! While not a translator myself, I

personally know translators, and live where I can raid the Summer Institute of Linguistics for Bibles in various languages. I put the

gospel message in numerous languages, using Bible verses, on my web site. In one case, I put up a language even before the NT

was published, because the translator gave me the verses I use.

Christians who have studied know that the claim of infallibility and being without error belongs to the original autographs only. We

don't have those, but we have reconstructed them from the thousands of manuscript copies we have found. So the versions in the

original languages are accurate. But when you translate into any other language, there will be small errors of some kind. This does

NOT, however, change the MESSAGE, which is to believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and be saved.
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When I was trying to discover, regarding COVID, was it the devil or God speaking to me. After a few minutes, I remembered God guides by

leading out front, and GENTLY leading. But the devil leads by pushing from behind. With such a massive PUST to take jab, I immediately

knew it was not God leading me. My 90 year old husband and I have de=nitely refused all jabs. I’m 85. We’ve been married for 60 years,

and fo everything together, in agreement.
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A congregation that says that Jesus would have taken the covid vaccine, I would leave instantly that is blasphemy. They are all in it for the

money they get from the Gov and Big Pharma.
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I agree that it is blasphemy!
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Jesus, as our Lord and Savior, would know who is telling truth verses lies. He would tell them to repent and to sin no more.
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These are NOT pastors - these are PUSHERS!! Our immune system comes from JESUS - not some murdering slimeballs. The "ministers"

will have a lot to answer for.
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A word of wisdom regarding those church and seminary leaders who claim to be Christians, yet speak lies and give bad advice about the

Lord. "You will know them by their fruits." (Matthew 7:16) These are false prophets, wolves in sheep's clothing. They have deceived

millions and the vast majority of modern churches are led by them, with few exceptions. Let me suggest to all of you to get the new book

coming out this spring that describes who these men really are and explains the true Christ and his gospel, which is completely different

from what these men preach and teach and live.

The title is The Death of True Christianity in America by Pastor Stephen Brown. Pastor Steve is my pastor and I've known him for over =fty

years. He is a true man of God and has been rejected by many churches and learned through hard experience about "counterfeit

Christianity." During covid, we kept meeting without masks or distancing and did not get sick. None of us got the vaccine and knew it was

dangerous from the get go, an untested, fake vaccine. In his book he notes covid and the vaccines as part of the judgment of God upon

this nation. Clearly it has divided the sheep from the goats.
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Ugh....can't even read this article - just the headline & summary make me want to puke......as a Christian, who loves God, prays, & reads

the Bible every day, I know that there is so very much, so incredibly wrong with this alliance; it is just pure evil.....and God does not

tolerate evil......He allows free will & He temporarily allows evil to exist on this earth, but He has already ultimately beaten it. He WILL

return & those pushing their evil agendas will pay (& for all eternity unless they truly repent). He IS loving & forgiving, but he cannot

tolerate sin, & this is so sinful & sick & evil. He will ultimately punish all who continue on this evil path.
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1918 Spanish Flu was the SAME THING ! ! Read real history coming from people WHO WERE THERE !

www.consumerating.org/.../492-only-the-vaccinated-died  Plandemic ? Bet Your Bottom Dollar On It ! ! Remember, "Unless We Learn

From History (Real History) We're Doomed To Repeat It ! " The Unseen Hand by Ralph Epperson will be a paradigm-changer for you as well

! ! That book was a 22 yr research project by the author and has foot-notes of where ALL his information comes from. Read how badly

we're ALWAYS lied to, and why ! ! ! Good Luck
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So called faith healers who promote $pHARMa Clot-Shots, can go to hell, now. Take Fowl-Chi with you.
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Wow, 160 comments on religion so far and no arguments! That is wonderful and impressive. I know many are out there biting their

tongues. Good job.
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Do unto others......... an all inclusive rule. Doesn't require biblical quotes or religious fervor coloring the solid health information

offered on this site. Organized religion has always been rich with charlatans and greed. Approach with caution and believe where

you will, but please spare the rest of us this endless bombardment of what is your personal, private faith.
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Perhaps they are all out getting their third booster shot! It may also make them bite their tongue.
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eiggod8, the Christian faith is certainly personal, but it is never private.
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I would like to ask eiggod8, who is the "rest of us?" I think you are in a camp all your own. And you want to prop up your opinion by

stating that there is a massive amount of people on this site who think like you do. Egotistical to say the least. If you don't like the

Bible quotes, be well-mannered and scroll through them or ignore them. I don't read some things here because they are too long or

I don't necessarily agree. So just get over yourself and move on.
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Pastor John MacArthur, unlike Franklin Graham, Rick Warren, etc, has been =ghting hard for the truth in his state of California. The church

was taken to court, and won. There are other pastors who don’t buy the lies either. It’s a shame that some of these high pro=le preachers

who have grave responsibility for what they say and do, are actually working with these insidious agencies. They blatantly accepted the

narrative and convinced many to follow their advice to their great harm in many cases. They have one job which is this—to preach the

gospel of Jesus Christ who died and rose again for the sins of any who will trust in Him.
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The leaders of most religions are experts in " the grand deception". Been going on for eons.Look where most of the prophesies come

from...They know what " self ful=lling" means. All part of the Big Picture.
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Absolutely! THE PROPHECIES THEY SPEW ARE OF THE JESUIT ORIGIN.
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Beliefs of all categories evoke counter beliefs..believe it or not. Divide and conquer is as fundemental as it gets. This is one of

endless examples. My de=nition of AI being "beliefs".
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Quickest way to heaven is the Jab!
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This makes me so angry. A lot but not all faith leaders are a mile wide and an inch deep. Whatever happened to spiritual discernment?
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But here's the actual truth. God is permitting evil to run its course. At the same time He observes man either rejecting the shot i.e. " The

World" or denying Him for the world. You can't serve two masters! God is no doubt sifting the wheat from the tare. Fact!
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As Dylan sang: "It may be the devil and it may be the Lord - but you got to serve somebody".
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Those that seek the Truth, read and believe God's Word. Those that seek the Truth have an advocate and comforter in the Holy Spirit.

Don't listen to others, listen to what God speaks to you through His Word and His Spirit. Read the Bible, all else will fall in line. His

Kingdom come, His will be done.
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Whoa to the face leaders who are pushing this lie!
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Light overcomes darkness. Darkness cannot overcome light.
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I cannot spurt and quote the bible as so many do: but I think I have absorbed some of the teachings. Once, while Jesus was healing the

sick and maimed with touch, stated to one who approached and wanted to be healed, “Heal thy self” and did not administer his touch. So

he did not use vaccines and he himself knew that each has the inert power to heal oneself. I feel, by living ones life according to the spirit,

which lies within.
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Just when I thought I couldn't think any less of organized religion and 501c3' s. There are no churches, only religious corporations. True

churches exist with the blessing of God and are tax IMMUNE. They are not tax EXEMPT existing as a privilege with permission from man,

government and the IRS. When Jesus comes back, it ain't gonna be for no shot!
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Agreed. Woe to those that try to use Jesus' name to further their evil plans.
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In the church, two very different currents of action have been distinguished, two diametrically opposed Catholic movements. On

the one hand, it belongs to the Jesuit order, characterized by being an order dedicated to education, science and radical in its

command structure, and it confesses and adopts the name of Francisco, in recognition of the Franciscan order, whose founder

Francis of Assisi identifying himself in this way with the poor and dispossessed. The pressures that exist in his environment within

the Roman Curia, where rival groups =ght for control of the Vatican Bank.

Before beginning the analysis, I can summarize the following: The Jesuit movement was founded by an ex-soldier, named Ignatius

of Loyola, who, upon feeling the call of God, gave himself to the task of forming an order with military discipline, and whose

original purpose was to educate and strengthen the Catholic faith in a tumultuous time, where a Protestant reform reigned and a

Catholic counter-reformation towards the Protestants, getting involved in some of these actions, initiated in Spain by the Catholic

kings through the inquisition.

They became the right hand of the inquisitors. In America they accompanied the conquerors. However, we =nd an antagonism in

their role in the conquest of the Americas, as some supported slavery, but other Jesuits opposed and fought for the rights of the

aborigines. The power of the Jesuit order was extended, it is even cataloged that they were the ones who ruled behind the Papal

power, and they had a hand in many acts of persecution throughout the counter-reformation.
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While Francis of Assisi rebelled against the social and religious corruption of his time, confronting a corrupt and politicized system

of the Church with the European kings and the Vatican. Francisco repudiated the wealth and ostentatiousness of his time, and

asked his followers to live like Jesus, taking a vow of obedience, chastity and poverty, but his main emphasis was poverty, which

Francisco preached as the objective of his order, and he he asked his followers, the friars, to care for lepers, employing themselves

in humble tasks for monasteries and private homes, and working for farmers. To support his followers, they collected alms, a task

that Francis happily encouraged since he had chosen the path of poverty. He also began the expansion of the evangelical

message, and for this he encouraged them to travel two by two, as Jesus Christ had commanded, and in his meditations he

stimulated love for everyone, including animals and nature.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only Pope Francis, as a religious icon, fell into this psychological trap, but the Tibetan spiritual leader, the 14th Dalai Lama, Gyalwa

Rinpoche, also fell for this one. https://youtu.be/L776x5esuI0  "That the sage awakes to light in the night of all creatures. That which the

world calls a day is the night of ignorance to the wise." -- Bhagavad Gita
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endicott111
Joined On 10/18/2021 10:50:17 AM
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I don't know about you, but because these religious leaders were deceived, it limits my trust of their spiritual insights. If I could see

it from the beginning, why couldn't they?
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AuntTammie
Joined On 9/4/2020 7:38:43 PM
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enditcott, they are NOT Christians, no matter what they say or what position they hold.....that is why they are saying waht they are &

why are deceived (or being bought out, or giving their support for whatever other evil reasons).....look to God Himself, to His Word,

& not to these so-called leaders
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m_v7563
Joined On 8/16/2014 6:38:00 PM
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The faithful remnant is awake. Bible prophecy update with JD Farag.
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Tabatha1
Joined On 11/12/2011 1:57:59 PM
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Amazing article. Thank you Dr. Mercola. I have not read an article with this perspective. I love Jesus and this article is true. I have worked

in hospitals for 30 years. Fortunately, my employer approved my religious exemption so I did not get the jab. I dream of getting out of this

industry.
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candigirltoo
Joined On 11/29/2008 11:58:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My church was one that pushed mask wearing, lockdowns, and worst of all the jab. Trust our wise and thoughtful leaders, they said. It's

the only way to end the pandemic they said. It's safe and effective they insisted. sigh....my world was rocked. it was like asking me to

believe the sky isn't blue and water isn't wet. I still don't know what to do with all that. AND they had invested almost a billion dollars in P,

J&J and M!
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM
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Faith leaders should be cautious about weighing in on non-spiritual matters, else they lose their more important spiritual authority. e.g.,

pope commenting on the climate fraud/deception that he was also helping to endorse.
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wmafa
Joined On 2/13/2012 8:34:27 AM
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It' unbelievable how the faith "leaders" don't know who Jesus is. JESUS is our HEALER, so He absolutely WOULD NOT have taken the jab!
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wallguy
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Corporations have been granted immunity from liable recourse as they began the ideology to treat mankind as experimental livestock

creatures to undermine and control the current earthling form at birth with the help of monster modernized medicines. Oh sorry, that

didn't work? Hmm, then try this one!  You will be burdened corralled ignored and mistreated, among the living and the dead, and you will

do as you are "told". Until the rights to you are "sold"! (social tracking implants) Did JC mention "great reset"? There have been many of

them as humans evolved to roam the earth. This is just yet another. (happiness is an inside job even for primates) You will be tested. All

shall be.
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wallguy
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Wow...this one prompted quite the response from the Mercola TCOYH membership. Alarming isn't it, the depth of a perpetuated illusion

of safe/effect/trust, knows no bounds!  Bad JuJu is all around dear friends. It too has no boundary. Question all authority on every

worded detail. Thus it may no longer surprise you that "there are those that make careers out of lying"!
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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I want to commend you on an OUTSTANDING report! Margaret Sanger (founder of Planned Parenthood) teamed with black pastors to

convince black people to have fewer children. She thought black people are un=t and we need fewer of them. Eugenics. Franklin Graham

promoted the shots on Facebook, and a slew of Christians jumped all over him, primarily because of the entanglement of each shot with

tissue taken from newborn babies vivisected without anesthesia. He removed the post. People like Rick Warren aren't even Christian,

though they claim to be. Knowing some other people promoted the shots makes me wonder if they are Christians. Pope Francis is clearly

an imposter, and not just because of this issue.

Our Lutheran pastor warned us about the entanglement of baby murder with the shots. No endorsement there! God designed our immune

system to work with our faces bare. In fact, Christians are to reWect His glory. The Aaronic blessing says God shines His FACE on us, and

we should therefore let people see our smiles. I didn't need any hindsight. Lots of people didn't. The fraud of the shots was obvious to

many people from the start. The information about murdering babies to get their tissue was out there. I especially like this: "It’s an odd

conclusion, considering Jesus depended solely on God for his ability to heal people of everything from chronic bleeding and leprosy to

death itself.

Not once does Jesus advise people to rely on the tools and schemes — or word — of man. Instead, he warns of a future time when even

the elect will fall prey to a grand deception." By the way, Jesus IS God. He healed by His own power and authority. His healings were

evidence of His status as God in human Wesh. No, neither Jesus nor the Apostles would have gone against the injunction to keep

ourselves pure (no poisons, folks!) because we are the temple of the Holy Spirit. You don't love your neighbor by living and promoting a

lie.
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For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they

shall deceive the very elect. Matthew 24:24  Jesus clari=ed the severity of the deception in the last days by saying "IF IT WERE

POSSIBLE." He was not saying the elect would be deceived, but how great the deception would be. The MEDICAL FALSE PROPHETS have

deceived the Christian pastors and leaders. I hate to see people like Franklin Graham not having better discernment.  But there is

deception in more than medicine. We can see the political and religious systems of the whole earth =lled with it. And it is worse in the

capitals of nations (the governments), because that is where deception can harm the most people.
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brianallen1
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Franklin Graham is not lacking discernment. He is one of them.
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I smelt a rat fom the outset, but whether it was just being in the right place at the right time, or having a well-developed B.S. detector, or

spritual discernment, or a bit of all three I don't know.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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I like the metaphor of "I smelled a rat." I could not =nd out what smelt so bad at our cabin. Then I found a dead mouse in our

recyclable bag that had been cooking all week at 80 degrees. There is no fouler smell than that! And so are these peddle pushing

vaxers.
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Joined On 7/6/2012 9:49:08 PM
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for this clear overview of the extent to which “the evil cabal” have extended their perversions of truth! I was so

disappointed and puzzled with prominent faith leaders, (I.e. Pope Francis) for not being aware of the lies and deceit of Big Pharma and

Deep State! I did read an article recently written by a cardinal (long Italian name ?) that the pope had been “ill advised”! There’s gotta be

more to this story that I’m missing!
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maryberrynmgmail.com
Joined On 5/25/2022 9:26:55 PM
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Faith leaders may have believed the lies politician's make careers of, but the common citizen, keeps paying them to do the lies . Go =gure.
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Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM
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This is just nightmarish. In the words of a reply I saw to one of Dr Mercola's quotes, "I feel like I living in the twilight zone
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Shell_
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The leader of our church spouted the 'safe and effective' line and rolled up his sleeve on camera... I know of many who were not going to

get it, but did as soon as they saw that. He has blood on his hands and members are leaving in droves. If anyone knows of a Church in

Melbourne, Australia that did not buckle to this disgrace, I would appreciate you messaging me... still looking.
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Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM
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As time passes after the lockdown, fortunately for us and thanks to the likes of Mercola and so many other ethical people who spoke out

despite the dangers of being 'cancelled' or in the case of doctors having their licences rescinded, the truth about what is being

perpetrated upon us all is at last =ltering through to the general public, not fast enough for my liking, but it is getting through. more and

more people are exclaiming to each other whether strangers or not, in the street, that there's something bad about these jabs, that the

lockdown was more damaging than the bug and so on. Lets hope this small awakening will lead to more and more people getting

together and taking actions to stop these dangerous, disgusting idiocies.
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Aye, Dr. M has been an answer to prayer and a great source of spiritual assurance through his dedication to truth. I am fairly

certain that God uses him for good!
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Another reminder that we are witnessing the biggest psi-op in modern history. Everything shown in the media is lies meant to manipulate,

confuse, and deceive. Every record of history is twisted and presented by the 'winners' to promote their narrative. Right now, history books

and the 'classics' are being censored and rewritten to =t the current narratives. This is a very sour pill to swallow and when the reality of

the situation emerges in your mind, you might feel quite sick and nauseated.

This is OK. It means your moral compass is working as intended. We are however fortunate to have had great teachers come before us to

help us along the way and navigate troubled times, such as these we live in today. Siddhartha Gautama was one such person. He wanted

to know why there was so much suffering in the world. After much consideration, he taught that the root of all human suffering was the

use of mental models (schema) that are not aligned with reality due to egoistic desires, sel=shness, and wrong expectations.

He taught that to remove the suffering, one must adjust their mental models to be more accurate reWections of the external reality. The

key to this process was elimination of the egoistic desires, sel=shness, and wrong expectations. Not an easy task for sure, but doable if

one was willing to make the efforts to do the work of self transformation. The key point here is that Siddhartha was a rebel who did not

accept the bullshit that was fed to him and determined to actually interact with the universe by forging his own unique path.

Isua ben Joseph was another rebel who lived in troubled times. No doubt, as a learned man he was well aware of the Eastern

philosophies like Buddhism. He clearly understood the Waws in Judaism and wanted to teach people how to live and interact so they

could enter into the kingdom of God. Through his ministry, he manifested what Siddhartha taught and opened a path for all who would

accept his ministry. Isua too accepted no BS.
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goodhelth
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I'm wondering if that pastor promoting the jabs is getting something in return. What is his motive. What does he gain. Normally all are

welcome. Nobody is excluded. He's being devisive. Weird if you ask me. In my opinion anyone promoting the jabs are getting paid

generously. Large sums of money are hard to refuse especially when they have families and with CDC and WHO , They gain power and

control over us. Why bother promoting something for little reason when its easier to let it be.
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FewThereBe
Joined On 10/12/2021 11:44:30 AM
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Pushing quackxxxines has been going on a lot longer than I ever imagined.  This website chronicles the battles of old: VACCINES AND

CHRISTIANITY A Biblical, historical, and contemporary examination www.vaccinesandchristianity.org
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM
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This is another reason why organized religion is so hard to accept. Will the Lord send me to hell for not getting an mRNA gene altering

injection that might cause me severe agony for the rest of my life or even murder me? Will he punish the culprits who continue to create

murder drugs and services (aka as big pharma the the medical ma=a)?
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Organized Religion only leads men astray. If you want to truly =nd Godread His Word.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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I agree that organized religion can easily become corrupt, but there is something to meeting with fellow believers for support and

comfort. And making lasting friendships with likeminded people. Hubby and I got discouraged at our last church and engaged in

"home church" for a couple of years; it just didn't work, but the Bible says to not stop meeting with each other. Three issues with

organized religion 1) lots of people use church to further an agenda of their own, rather than sincerely examining themselves (it is

a club to some) 2) Sometimes really bad people in=ltrate a church to take advantage of well-meaning, meek people 3) Maintaining

a church building is over-the-top expensive to say the least, and usually the buildings are not very well maintained.

So how to meet in home settings (like the Amish do)? I would love to hear any ideas. Also when meeting in homes it is easy to spot

nefarious types. Right now we have a pastor that we LOVE. Believe it or not, he is an ex-SWAT. And so darned humble.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM
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"IF you want to lose your Faith makes friends with Priest or Preachers "~ G.I. Gurdjieff ~
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Momtad
Joined On 8/2/2021 9:54:13 AM
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Should have been suspicious when they agreed to close their churches rather than standing together and remaining open. They were and

are listening to the world rather than God. Appallingly enough even Harari mentioned it.
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cla59034
Joined On 3/31/2019 6:48:42 PM
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This is how we know Jesus would NOT have taken the vaccine. Everything he did was to lead and guide humanity away from worldliness

and to and understanding of FAITH in Heaven and the Father. This jab is from man, not just man, but destructive man trying to get rich. It

goes against everything good and godly. HE WOULD NOT HAVE GIVEN US SUCH AN EXAMPLE TO FOLLOW! NEVER!
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teekat
Joined On 6/9/2011 5:35:43 PM
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I was just reading through some of these and saw RandyFast's comment at 10:52 am and noticed something kind of humorous (well, sort

of). If you put some of those evil letter group names together you get WHO WE FUN!!
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teekat
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My only hope and prayer is that many, many more eyes will be opened before it is too late . . .
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Gr8ladyyahoo.com
Joined On 2/18/2022 8:52:48 AM
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Excuse me !! But the Catholics of America are NOT pro vaccine!! Nor are they Communists, or afraid of Covid..They Are though

anti-abortion and Pro Right.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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As a formerly devout catholic, I can assure you the church of Rome, a man made religion, was formed by the government in the 4th

century, 321 A.D. Peter was not the =rst pope and this religion is one of Satan's greatest triumphs and deceptions. Save your anger

for Lucifer and do the required research to learn the truth.
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I agree. I was in a home school co-op many years ago. Two gals always wore dresses and were in a very high formal Catholic

church. I thought Catholics did not read the Bible, but these women could quote me out of the boardroom about any subject in the

Bible. That is where I gained great respect for Catholics. At least these devout Catholic women.
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SpenceLi
Joined On 11/27/2020 8:32:34 AM
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Jesus would give you freedom of choice just as He does regarding salvation. I wonder if any of these faith leaders receive a kickback

....umm..like the schools.
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ladyyarrow
Joined On 10/8/2010 10:00:00 AM
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Jesus cured leprosy and raised the dead! He would not have taken the jab and would have cured anyone that got covid. He would never

have lied to people to get them to inject poison.  Can't believe this is any part of a sane conversation.
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lma31439
Joined On 4/21/2021 5:09:14 PM
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Wow!!! What else is not wrong in this country? Evil unleashed!!!
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(3 of 3, text of religious exemption letter that I drafted - sharing for free use): The list of scriptures below are provided to assist with the

reader’s understanding of the bases for my beliefs, but please note that this list is by no means exhaustive of what the Word of God or the

Spirit of God has to say on matters of creation, life, the indwelling Holy Spirit, spiritual sacri=ce, spiritual conviction, our body as a temple,

offering our body to Lord, duty, dominion, discipleship, stewardship of our body, free will, God’s authority, freely submitting to God’s

authority, or matters of conscience. God is our Creator, He formed our bodies Genesis 1:26 Genesis 1:27 Genesis 1:28 Genesis 2:7

Jeremiah 1:4-5 Job 31:15 Isaiah 49:15 Psalms 139:13-16 Psalms 100:3 Isaiah 44:2 Isaiah 44:24 Every human life belongs to God and He

forbids murder Psalm 139:13-16 Exodus 20:13 Proverbs 6:16-17 Job 31:15 “ Our body is a temple of the Holy Spirit 1 Corinthians 6:19-20

1 Corinthians 3:16-17 Galatians 2:20 God’s Holy Spirit dwells within us Romans 8:9 Romans 8:11 Romans 8:14 Romans 5:5 Isaiah 11:2

Ephesians 3:16 Psalms 51:11 1 Corinthians 2:10-11 Ezekiel 36:26-27 1 John 3:24 John 20:22 John 14:16-17 Disciples of Jesus are to

present our body as a living sacri=ce to God Romans 6:13 Thank you for your due diligence in ensuring that my First Amendment rights

are protected as you process my religious exemption request.

Sincerely,

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 1:29:24 PM
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All anyone has to do is look up holy scripture on ignorance to see the folly of these "preachers:" www.openbible.info/.../ignorance

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 1:22:06 PM
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(Cont 2 of 3, text of religious exemption letter I drafted, posting for free use): ... and therefore to me. However, fetal cells are but one of

many potential violations to my conscience involving the duty of stewardship of the body that I have surrendered to my Creator. I have an

obligation to God when faced with any medical decision: to proceed with due diligence, prayerfully considering moral implications as well

as the potential risks of adverse consequences that medical treatment may have on my body, which again, is a temple of the Holy Spirit.

Ultimately this is not primarily a risk/bene=t assessment, but one in which prayerful consideration may result in a personal conviction in

my spirit from the Holy Spirit.

In the controversies surrounding the Covid vaccines there are numerous sources of data, both within the U.S., as well as originating from

other nations, including published studies, well-cited articles, and public statements by licensed healthcare professionals, that are

sounding an alarm over the Covid vaccines with reports of actual harm, foreseeable risks of irreversible harm, as well as raising

moral/ethical concerns over “gene therapy.” However, those controversies in and of themselves are not “the bases” for my refusal to

submit my body to a vaccine. Instead, I have a deep conviction in my spirit that in the stewardship of my body I must refuse these

vaccines to honor and protect it as God’s design, His temple.

Acting on this conviction involves another aspect of my religious beliefs in that in the Book of Genesis God proclaimed clearly that

mankind is to exercise dominion and any exercise requires free will. When I submit to God’s authority over me and assume the duty of

dominion and stewardship over my body, I am exercising my free will to participate as a disciple in His kingdom, even if decisions

deriving from that discipleship relationship leads others to ridicule me. (Continued in 3 of 3)
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Thank you, Dr Mercola, for this article, exposing the manipulation that targets everyone- believers and non-believers alike. What a

travesty for anyone professing the name of Christ to strong-arm people by twisting scripture to expand the actual scope of Cedars

authority! Have they forgotten the Free Exercise clause? Here is an excerpt of one religious exemption letter that I drafted - we don’t even

need to “prove” the lies as it’s our religious conscience that is at issue. And Dr Mercola’s article reveals that even many so-called

“religious leaders” are complicit in violating just that! Feel free to make this language your own if you need to submit a letter requesting a

religious exemption!

——— Pursuant to the Bill of Rights and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, followers of Christ enjoy Constitutional and statutory

protection from discrimination that infringes upon their free exercise of religious beliefs. It is illegal to discriminate against a person on

the basis of their sincerely held religious beliefs. As a disciple of Jesus Christ, my relationship to my Creator is both personal and

individual. With respect to the questions posed regarding the Covid vaccines, it is inherent to my relationship with God to refuse to submit

my body to any medical procedure (vaccine or otherwise), for which I have a personal spiritual conviction regarding potential medical

manipulation and/or risk of harm to God’s temple (e.g.

“honor God with your bodies”) or a moral issue, for example, where fetal cells are involved (e.g.“thou shalt not kill”). God alone has

ultimate authority over my person, including my body, and that requires me to honor Him in the stewardship of my body. My body was

created by God, my body is a temple for the indwelling Spirit of God, and with it I operate to serve Him. Certainly, any medical procedure

(be that called a “vaccine” or not) that involves fetal cells in the development or use thereof is abominable to my Lord .. (con’t)
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Thank you Dr. for standing strong and caring for others!
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I'm glad Dr. Mercola sees the lies, and wolves in sheep's clothing by most all the 'big' evangelists. So as most all of high ohcials are

compromised, so too the in=ltration in the Christian church. I'm a Catholic, but see this pope as near an 'Anti-pope' as comes. All info and

research, he is part of the great deception. Unfortunately many foolish 'Christians' fall for his UN-Christian words. People trust these fools

because they don't research on their own, or use logic, that God gives ones who ask. You want to know about cults, of whom we should

be wary of?

The biggest, by far, with the most deaths caused, the greatest inWuence, and the most deceptive; is the A M A, and all it's tentacles of

inWuence. Most would consider that statement absurd; but I 100% believe it is fact. All their allopathic 'medicines' are poisons, to the

unwary that even keep using them. In the Bible, it is said in the end times, they will delude people by the greek word 'Pharmakeos'- (I

believe the spelling is close)= Pharmacy!!. This is the sorcery that fools the masses......so sad.
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Listen to John MacArthur, who re-opened his church in short order. He fought and won against the state of California. Listen to his Truth

Matters Conference from May 2022.... JOHN MacArthur:" Well I would say I think there are some scientists who are more honest than

others. The honest scientists, you don’t see in politics. What you get is guys who have been politicized, who are in it for the money and

the power. That’s what we’ve been subject to. I mean, Anthony Fauci would be a classic illustration of a guy no one should trust"
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Only in their sick deceived imagination. The holy Lord Jesus the Christ of Nazareth, when He was here on earth in Wesh like ours never

sinned [never sinned any sin, including eating unclean meats nor sancti=ed them, and de=nitely would not take an unclean jab with their

unclean ingredients]: As a matter of facts He condemns "Pharmakeia and Phamakos" in His Revelation hence He never ate or placed

anything in or on His body contrary to the commandments of His and our holy Father. He eat only clean foods that bear seeds and meats

as God made and de=nes according to Gen 1:29, Lev 11, Deut 14 and 1Tim 4:1.

Now the Spirit tells us explicitly that in the latter times some shall apostatize from the faith, and shall follow deceiving spirits and

doctrines of demons; 2. Speaking lies in hypocrisy, their consciences having been cauterized with a hot iron; 3. Forbidding to marry; and

commanding to abstain from meats, which God created[commands] to be received with thanksgiving by the faithful, even by those who

know the truth [what the Word of God says]. 4. For every creature of God designated for human consumption is good, and nothing to be

refused, if it is received with thanksgiving, 5.

Because it is sancti=ed [God says it is clean explicitly] by the Word of God and prayer [humble worship to our Provider]. 6. If you are

teaching these things to the brethren, you will be a good servant of Jesus Christ, being nourished by the words of the faith and of the

good doctrines that you have closely followed. 7. But refuse profane and old wives’ fables; rather, exercise yourself unto godliness. (A

Faithful Version)
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For the lack of knowledge my people have perished
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ah yes, the fake preachers might think this. They would also think our Lord would eat swine and lobster. These guys are liars, and they will

pay.
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When corruption goes far enough, it becomes insanity, and that is what we have today: a bunch of expediently corrupt and half-sane "faith

leaders" enticing the still sane to follow them over the cliff into the depths below. Dr. Mercola is worth more than all of them combined.

Thank Heaven for the few true faith leaders among us.
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Dr. Mercola, I thank you for the great courage you have to share the truth with those who will listen and take it on board. Today's post

about the church (the RELIGIOUS leadership) being involved with the spread of the Big Pharma lies is horrifying and tragic, as this can

ONLY bring judgment on all concerned - AND on the Testimony of Jesus Christ. We are to TRUST IN GOD, NOT man! Our faith is in Him,

HE is our healer, our restorer, HE is the Way, the Truth and the Life. It is time we turned back to Him, and seek a PERSONAL

RELATIONSHIP with HIM as our priority! SHAME on these "men of God" who have lead so many to their deaths and many MORE to the

same (eternal) ditch that THEY are headed for.

We must learn to follow Jesus, not man! Time for deep repentance and soul-searching. 1 John 4:18 "There is no fear in love; but perfect

love casts out fear, because fear involves torment. But he who fears has not been made perfect in love." Absolute trust and faith in God

brings peace, not fear! "For He has NOT given us the spirit of fear, but of power, and of love and of A SOUND MIND!"(2 Tim.1:7) Isn't it time

that we exhibit our FAITH in God by our actions and WALK in faith? We are known by our fruit.... How MANY of these "men of God" have

publicly repented, and how many will? Probably none. God will hold them accountable. THANK you, Dr Mercola for being that voice of

truth.
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“followed the lead of Dr. Francis Collins, a self-proclaimed Christian and the former head of the National Institutes of Health” I’ll tell you

whose god Francis Collins is, it’s the NIH. Don’t let anyone tell you what THEY think God is saying. These are times you =nd out for

yourself from God. Anyone in the health =eld cannot be trusted, anymore. Do your research with prayer and God’s guidance.
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Re; "Obedience to God"= SO TRUE if your God is MONEY. Don't think the PharMa=a forgot the churches in their downsizing efforts...
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THEY worship a FALSE IDOL! Money - and they WILL pay.
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Hi everyone, just wanna say, if it is true that Jesus is the Word of God, then He has complete and total mastery over all the properties of

matter (Wisdom). Therefore, it is more likely that Jesus would not take the vaccine, and furthermore, I believe that the conduct of our

leaders is deplorable. I hate saying this, but the proverbial high priesthood of science, is taking advantage of the public's faith in Science.

Scripture indicates that this kind of behavior is Jesus-table-turning, crying out to Heaven for justice. Democrats failed to admit the truth

publicly and have lost much of the Public's trust in my opinion. The real =ght is against the warmonger's agenda, not the opposing

political party, that is merely a tool for distracting the public, at least on a certain level.
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There IS no "priesthood of science. SCIENCE is a methodology to DISPROVE a given hypothesis! - Invoking the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ to push their poisons because they worship a FALSE IDOL (money) is going to get them a one way trip to "old Hobbs"

Hotel... for ETERNITY!!!
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It is blasphemy to attribute to the Lord Jesus that which he would never do or any type of evil. The will of God regarding any pestilence

that hits the land in a time of judgment is noted in Psalm 91. This is the word of God to any true believer, and covid was a pestilence and a

judgment from God upon the world, and especially the United States. "He that dwells in the secret place of the most High shall abide

under the shadow of the Almighty. I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in him will I trust. Surely he shall

deliver you from the snare of the fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.

He shall cover you with his feathers, and under his wings you shall trust: his truth shall be your shield and buckler. You shalt not be afraid

for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that Wies (war) by day; Nor for the pestilence (covid) that walks in darkness; nor for the

destruction that wastes at noonday. A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at your right hand; but it shall not come nigh you.

Only with your eyes shalt you behold and see the reward of the wicked. Because you have made the LORD, which is my refuge, even the

most High, your habitation; There shall no evil befall you, neither shall any plague come nigh your dwelling.

For he shall give his angels charge over you, to keep you in all your ways. They shall bear you up in their hands, lest thou dash your foot

against a stone. You shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon shall you trample under feet. Because he hath set

his love upon me, therefore will I deliver him: I will set him on high, because he hath known my name. He shall call upon me, and I will

answer him: I will be with him in trouble; I will deliver him, and honor him. With long life will I satisfy him, and shew him my salvation."
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There is some funding de=nitely available, mainly through grants that are administered by state and local jurisdictions. Since different

jurisdictions control the money, the speci=c requirements and allocations will differ from one locale to the next. The timesonline.com

article gives the speci=c amounts offered through the Pennsylvania program.  From Pennsylvania: Faith-based organizations can receive

grants for joining vaccine program (timesonline.com) From HHS: Resources for Faith-Based and Community-Based Organization Fighting

COVID-19 (hhs.gov)
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Never having had any idols, I have never been taken in by media =gures, politicians, teachers, physicians, religious leaders, etc. Self

sovereign in the beginning and to the end. The philosophy of the Indigo personality is, "I will NOT be controlled".
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Thanks for this - and all of the great information. One thing though, I’m not sure which is true, ..my aunt in Canada told me that Franklin

Graham is anti vax. So I was hoping that was true, I know there are many Christians who are. Dr. Mercola thanks again, for your help and

support to us all with presenting the other side of things that often gets ignored or suppressed. God bless you all! Have a great day.
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archive.org/.../2up  They are sheep in a wolves clothing, this true life story will give you an idea of how bad it really is.

cathyfoxblog2.wordpress.com  An interesting article on the happenings on this day.
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I am grateful that Dr. Mercola published this particular article and named names. I have made a list of the "faith leaders" who pushed the

shots on their trusting Wocks so that I can particularly avoid these people and avoid supporting anything and everything they may be

trying to sell. Personally I got brainwashed at the end of February 2020 into around the middle of March 2020. But then I grew weary of

disinfecting all my mail and every package that came into my home, and I looked at nomorefakenews.com by Jon Rappaport.

For the second time in my life, he freed my mind. He presented the actual facts about the Covid virus and I no longer had any fear about

it. I have never been tested, never been injected. I feel sorry for those who are suffering from the bioweapons. I keep my immune system

strong since I am surrounded by death shot shedders. Chaga mushroom tea every morning, 8,000 IU vitamin D, anti-inWammatory diet,

lots of sleep, and I eat Real Food not that fake stuff. Good luck to all. Be Wary. Watch. Pray.
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Jesus saved His harshest words for the religious leaders who did not want to endanger their favor with government ohcials and

manipulate the people they were over. The problem is not religion, but people's dark hearts and motivations. Jesus is the Truth and He

would set the people free from the onslaught of lies, half truths, marginalization, and shaming. If you don't read His words, you listen to

others'. Such a sad tragic chapter in American history. May God have mercy on those misled and injured.
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Most churches are bought and paid abortion and money factories. Churches were paid $50K to include pro-vax info during services. They

were paid $100K to set up vax shot clinic's in their lots.  Matthew 7:15-20 King James Version 15 Beware of false prophets, which come

to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. 16 Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or

=gs of thistles? 17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot

bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 19 Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and

cast into the =re. 20 Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.
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Jesus came down here in the likeness of man FLESH, but perfect with out sin! He would never have needed any vax! The invisible world

that we can’t see is under his command! All he had to do was say the word and it obeyed him! He did raise the dead and heal every sort of

in=rmity! No man could trick him because he read the heart of all men! Jesus, I’am the way, truth, life and only way to the FATHER! What

we are seeing in all the 4 corners of the earth (land) is just prophecy coming true out of the words of Jesus! Matthew 24:3 2Timothy 3:1

Revelation 21:3-4-5  Jesus come quickly, help us all from what’s coming!
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My brother worked to give out the shots in a parking lot and he told me that people just left their cars anywhere and then ran to get the

shot, like someone else might get it =rst and they could run out of shots. He also told me of people who sold those shot veri=cations and

have been sentenced to jail for 2-6 years.
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Not everyone: www.youtube.com/watch
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It's ridiculous to say Jesus Christ would take the jab, He never put an unclean thing in His body in His life. He even grew up in the area of

the world that eats the most bene=cial diet (Mediterranean) for mankind. Saying He'd take the jab just goes to show how well acquainted

those who say He'd do that really "know" the Lord. It is written, "study to show yourself approved unto God, a workman than does not need

to be ashamed, rightly dividing (correctly and skillfully teaching) the word of God". So, someone needs to get busy with that!
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tro att JESUS ville gjre noe snt ,han som er Guds Snn og Allmektig til alle ting vilken tro har disse Falske Hyklerene som utaler seg slik.

Jesus sa att mange av dere skal komme og si ,har vi ikke gjort store gjerninger og pro=tert i ditt navn men jeg sier til dere ,Vik fra meg

dere som gjr urett JEG KJENNER DERE IKKE.
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9Those who want to be rich, however, fall into temptation and become ensnared by many foolish and harmful desires that plunge them

into ruin and destruction. 10For the love of money is the root of all kinds of evil. By craving it, some have wandered away from the faith

and pierced themselves with many sorrows.
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These ain't my faith leaders!
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Could you help me =nd a source for this statement: "deaths from the COVID jabs now surpass deaths from COVID-19 itself."?
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Good morning
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Firstly why would the Son of God who healed the sick and raised the dead take man's mediocre pathetic excuse "work of their hands" evil
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corrupt "death jab" when he could just say "be healed"? These so-called "faith leaders" do not know God - at all! They are corrupt and

instruments of evil. Furthermore, the glori=ed resurrected LORD Jesus gave John His Revelation tells us what must take place at the end

of the age, just before Jesus' return. And this book of Revelation - in Chapter 18:23 clearly tells us about their "sorcery" by which the

entire world would be deceived.

"for your merchants were the powerful men (who are the powerful men driving the Vxx agenda) of the earth, because all the nations were

deceived by your witchcraft." by the way in Revelation 9:21 Jesus showed John the end time generation will not repent of their "sorcery"

translated pharmakeia; (pharmake) f (genitive ); =rst declension. pharmacy; the use of drugs or medicines.

sorcery, witchcraft. Why would Jesus call their "drug making" sorcery and witchcraft - because this is NOT Medicine. When you take

molecules from all kinds of animals, insects, creeping, Wying and crawling creatures and mix it up in a lab and inject it into the

bloodstream of man "whom God made in His own image" When they inject a poison to delete genes from within the mitochondria, when

they take aborted baby parts to create medicine, when they sell man's blood as a multibillion-dollar, ---- God says in His Word for all of

this, His wrath will fall upon the earth.

Jesus my friends, call the pharma industry "sorcery" and rightfully so. Even witches have not gone this far!!! - But because they are

dressed in white lab coats with their "double serpent helix" symbol as the honorary symbol of all things medicine - no one dares call this

industry sorcery! But Jesus Christ did. The entire nations of the world have indeed been very much deceived by the "Double Serpent helix"

diabolic industry. Turn to Jesus today and live forever

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/31/2022 9:25:19 AM
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ayn8188
Joined On 4/1/2014 2:07:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ridiculous for supposed religious leaders to be preaching pro or con on vaccines. Their concern should be how well prepared you are to

meet your maker whether your vaccinated or not.
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kzblunk
Joined On 10/31/2022 9:11:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Evangelical Lutheran Church if America (ELCA) - the church which I was raised in - posted a fb message to get a booster to 'save your

neighbor and loved ones'. I responded with links to 3 sources and said 'do what you're going to do, but at least look at information that's

being suppressed' ... well, guess that didn't sit well - ELCA immediately blocked me. That's the Christian way, right? Pfft. Glad my

relationship is with God/Jesus.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ELCA is basically apostate. I can’t say if LCMS or WELS took a stand on the shots but our pastor kept our church open and

counseled people there is entanglement with tissue originally harvested from newborns vivisected without anesthesia. LCMS has

always been pro-life, so it is likely you will =nd a good LCMS congregation where the pastor adheres to the pro-life position and

does not advocate the shots, along with teaching doctrine as Luther taught it.
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BBQandDonuts
Joined On 7/27/2013 1:31:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here’s the nitty gritty: www.pathwaytopeace.net/index.php/blogs-and-articles/pharmakeia-decepti..
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ironically, I follow Tina Spaulding on youtube, who channels Jesus. He said to avoid the "special medicine."
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TRISHA725
Joined On 2/12/2021 2:35:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL NONSENSE! Jesus told me to stay far away from the “jab” it’s a bioweapon as is COVID and was manufactured in a Chinese Wuhan

lab which FAUCI holds gain of function patents and is making millions. God allows pandemics as a WAKEUP call to nations steeped in sin,

which is toxic to the body weakening the immune system. Satan is also sitting in the church these days and has corrupted many

clergymen. Those who live inwardly as well as outwardly according to God’s Laws have strong immune systems not subject to

bioweapons designed to reduce the population
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dad5
Joined On 4/13/2007 2:24:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You should see what the aluminum levels in vaccines is at.. In=niteunknown.net
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sev6813
Joined On 3/19/2015 3:12:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr Mercola- Please don’t make your decision to follow or not follow Jesus based on human failures. You said yourself your own

mother was a Christian. Jesus is clearly calling you to follow him. I’m so thankful for you and your intelligence and your God given gift of

shrewdness!! You have saved countless people, including my family, from believing lies of the media and big pharma. I am a follower of

Jesus and I know He has been calling you to follow Him for years. Don’t base your decision on what you see big name Christians saying

or doing, you read the Gospels in the Bible for yourself and you decide what Jesus would do. I will give you a spoiler  He would lay down

His life and die for you so that you can have salvation & join Him in heaven where your mother resides now. Your humble friend, Nichole
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Frances Anne
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:47:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you! Simple research showed me and my family why not to take Lipitor or the vax!
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jmu7444
Joined On 7/21/2017 1:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They do t know scripture that says about things not speci=cally commanded in the Word “let each person decide for himself”(Roman’s

14:5) Those pastors and theologians were following a man (Francis Collins) not God. Grace Baptist Church in Cape Coral, FL was meeting

together a couple weeks after lockdowns started and made mask wearing preferential. They also drew up a religious exemption form

based on our church statement of faith (1689 London Baptist Confession)
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lullabel
Joined On 3/14/2018 8:41:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could not even watch that stupid musical video, though, I shared it with my usual suspects. Two of these folks are vaccinated. For the

longest time I resisted sharing such anti-vax articles because I didn't want to "upset" them. They have said that they aren't getting any

boosters and I am trying to keep it that way. Wow, "the powers that shouldn't be" are dead set on eliminating a control group of unvaxxed

people.
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sumosha
Joined On 11/12/2021 9:31:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This isn't surprising. The "Christian" world is full of false teaching these days. It's actually =tting that one person compared vaccination

with baptism, and that because Jesus was baptized without needing to (of course, He said it is to ful=ll all righteousness, so He did

believe it was necessary) that means He would also be vaccinated. This person only sees baptism as a human ritual, as many faith-only

types do, yet it is clear from Scripture that it is an important part of the conversion process. Jesus also agreed and demonstrated this.

Vaccination certainly is not comparable. It's not even mentioned! In fact, it may be argued that medicine is part of that "sorcery" practice

we are told is sinful. Even more, I recall the woman with the hemorrhage had seen many doctors before Jesus healed her. It's quite clear

that God doesn't see or allow our medicine to always be effective, and it certainly shouldn't be worshipped.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I collect and (attempt to) connect "dots."  This dot was revealed to me yesterday. GRAVE REASONS OF STATE - Gary Guiffre

 whitesmoke1958.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Grave-Reasons-of-State-G..    "Dots" appear in mysterious ways.
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Cashmatters
Joined On 10/31/2022 7:48:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh dear...monkey see, monkey do.
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waynebent41gmail.com
Joined On 6/1/2022 9:44:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been a Christian pastor for 50 years. The COVID shot is clearly the mark of the beast. It is when people are forced or coerced to

take something that is against their conscience. The churches recommend the shot because government money is a large source of their

income. The devil is the one involved in gene therapy, not God. God already had it like he wanted it.
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Bigdetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The issues are all based on the arrogance of people who " believe" they speak for God.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He told me not to but I don't follow Jim Jones either
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The clergy push politicians on us and now they are being strung along by, media and BigPharma. It’s so sad watching the deaths pile up

as teens, 20s and 30-something people are dropping dead left and right as the causes of these deaths are shrouded in mystery and not

spoken. Nobody that young dies of “Natural Causes!” What a scam!
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tonybird
Joined On 8/27/2021 12:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any “faith based leader” is a heretic to claim they know the mind of Jesus Christ and his encouragement to get vaccinations. Jesus

taught us to trust in Jehovah God. God the Father is where our hope and faith is to be placed along with the wisdom to know right from

wrong as well as knowing evil when we see it. So whoever these charlatans are, they most assuredly don’t speak for Christ.
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tomjak123gmail.com
Joined On 10/14/2021 10:52:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus healed many during His ministry! He raised the dead! 1000% He would not have taken the shot!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almost 3 years now post Fauci funded gain of function wuh-Wu lab release in CHINA. If there are STILL those who are unaware of the

realities of the injection it's simply on them at this point. Either you have critical individual thinking ability or you do not. Pretty simply

really
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

De=nitely not a fan of Franklin Graham. Who other than GOD can ultimately protect you from harm? Taking the vaccine is part of your free

will and free will has consequences. Those of the strongest of faith and closest to GOD know this already and did not vaccinate.
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dimetrodon
Joined On 12/13/2021 7:57:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually what Jesus/God may do is outlined in the prophecies of Garabandal --

www.lifesitenews.com/episodes/prophecy-war-will-break-out-in-europe-af..
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kentmckee
Joined On 10/1/2012 12:25:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievable but not much of a surprise. Christian leadership if one can call it that, is as phony as the news we get from the Main Stream

Media. All of these 'faith based' persons need to be considered as traitors and brought to justice. Anyone who even thinks they know

about the ChristMan, should instinctively know he would NEVER have taken the shot because he would KNOW it was a poisonous fake!

The gall these buffoons have is off the charts.......Myself no longer a christianite, am even more certain that modern day "chritianity" is as

corrupt and evil as our government appears to be and I left it in the wind decades ago with zero regrets. It stank then as it does, if not

more, now. . I can only hope each of these persons in leadership positions, got the REAL shot and all the so called Boosters. Thank you

Joe Mercola for bringing this to light
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cindyloo64
Joined On 1/25/2021 1:33:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen!! Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for sharing truth in these dihcult times. You have more wisdom than all these so-called ministers and

leaders of faith. They’ve let us down. I’m thankful God is using you! God bless you always!
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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The Jesus angle is a new low, and at this point, who can be surprised at the depths to which these people will stoop? Give them this

much, however; their propaganda has been effective, a new opiate for the masses, many of whom STILL insist that the vaccine is

bene=cial. I've lost count of the people who argue that "no one said the vaccine meant no infection" despite one quote after another of

exactly that claim being made. There remains the ridiculous assertion that the vaccine will make symptoms less severe, which I have no

idea how someone can prove. But set that aside for a moment and imagine that same logic being used to peddle smallpox or polio

vaccines.

Is a partial case of polio a goal? Of course, not. Some of us are old enough to remember the time when vaccines were meant to PREVENT

infection altogether. It's in the de=nition of the word. Well, in the de=nition before the CDC began engaging in newspeak. I've always been

of the mind that if the jabs are right for you, then you should take them. But have the common decency to respect others who make the

opposite choice, others who make a choice that does much more to "follow the science" than does blind allegiance to bureaucrats,

politicians, and tv talking heads. The total absence of humility among these people is perhaps the most startling aspect of this.

They will say anything to advance their goal, no matter how contradictory the facts might be and no matter how many people are harmed

along the way. Other nations have become skeptical enough to refuse to give people under 50 the shot. The US, meanwhile, is poised to

make the jabs a requirement for attending public school. What do all these folks have against children? Between the medical

experimentation, surgical mutilation, indoctrination in racial politics, and these shots, it's hard to imagine how an anti-child group would

behave differently. And this ties directly to the perception of this drug as a population reduction mechanism.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am of the perspective that the global tyrants are against the freedom loving and freedom literate peoples, mostly white and

PROTESTANT CHRISTIANS. The ones who built the modern world on private property, capitalism and freedom which the world had

never seen before. When I looked at a map of the most affected/infected of nations, with covid, I saw the correlation....white

Christian, free sovereign nations, built on capitalistic economies. BUT RECENTLY TAKEN OVER BY TYRANTS due to covid lies,

restrictions and manipulations. In America the lie is still being promulgated of white supremacy and white privilege. If people

would or could think, they would see the lies but no one today knows any history or has any capacity to think critically.
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gh^nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hand=sh: Maybe not buy or sell; but humanity will still have the trade ability think outside the box.
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palmiro
Joined On 6/20/2022 5:48:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

how do I know what Jesus would do? I am curious about his wife and mother and his brothers, and the apparently aging Joseph, in the

pharma holy family
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lawyerlisa
Joined On 1/23/2012 2:26:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I review another faith leader trying to redpill the faithful please share rumble.com/v1q91m1-red-pilling-the-vatican.html
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Covid 19 pandemic and it's corresponding vaccines and mandates was and is a big lie to the world population. Jesus wouldn't

perpetuate a lie. Jesus was all about the truth. Many religious leaders are wrong about their interpretation of God's Word the Bible. Jesus

wouldn't do anything to hurt anyone and Covid vaccines will harm or even kill people. So shame on anyone who would lie about Jesus

deceiving us just to push a false agenda to hurt or kill us.
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JAKMVX
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:43:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Faith leaders believed those who’ve made careers out of lying”. Yes, they’ve been believing their own lies for almost six millennia. See:

YadaYah.com
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Faith leaders themselves have made a career out of lying.
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fountain2
Joined On 3/5/2021 9:01:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the poisoners will be cast into the lake of =re.. truth
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VaccinesAndChristianity
Joined On 8/18/2021 7:47:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although historically there have been ministers opposing vaccination, this has always been a problem: The Complicity of Ministers in

Popularizing Vaccination (1756) (Rector Joseph Greenhill) www.vaccinesandchristianity.org/2022/07/05/the-complicity-of-ministers..

 From 1756: "Yet the advance, that inoculation made here, was but slow, under the aid lent thereto, by the advice of physicians, as there

were plain marks of the daring impiety, that there was in such a practice, till it came recommended from another quarter; from some of

those who profess themselves ministers of the Gospel "
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fountain2
Joined On 3/5/2021 9:01:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

totally demonic. the poisoners will be cast into the lake of =re!
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Healthyforus
Joined On 6/2/2007 10:41:39 AM
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Which pastors and churches told the TRUTH?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only the ones that remained open! All others lied or hid and cowered in the lie.
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doggiemom
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:55:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is sad when so called faith leaders trust man more than they trust God. So many churches today are politically correct and no longer

seem to worry about what God thinks.
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dean.lindson
Joined On 10/31/2022 5:12:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Matthew 24:24 Even the elect will be received
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veljko
Joined On 10/31/2022 4:45:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so this is thankfully not universall. in my country were orthodox christians, but unlike greek, our church representatives kept churches

open whole time during covid, we were attending, receiving communion. also lot of our priests and bishops died from covid , they havent

stopped serving people in need. they have not advised people to take jabs, they left it to personal freadom. with all their personal

shortcomings this was a shining example. I remember 1 of pur deacons saying at top of covid histeria in 2020: church was here before

this and will be here long after this.
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alavenptd.net
Joined On 5/11/2020 5:53:07 PM
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It is true that satanic inWuences have captured most churches. God NEVER coerces, he gives freedom of choice. Any “so called” Christian

that claims mandates are Biblically supported are either deceived or satanically inspired. God gives freedom of choice. Jesus died to give

us freedom of choice. Satan wants to take it away!
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It was against the law to keep the EULA on the market once Comirnaty was approved. It is illegal to approve a vaccine without publishing

the test data. When the distribution test failed, by law, the EULA had to be pulled, but the criminals broke the law. In fact, Covid vaccines

broke many laws. It is a criminal vaccine. Anyone who takes the vaccine it guilty of promoting the crime. Jesus didn't teach us to be

criminals.  Jesus didn't teach us to sin which always causes death. Since sin is complex, statistics have to be used to =nd out what is

deadly. But we have enough data to know that those who received the vaccine are more likely to die. Therefore, it is sinful to get the

vaccine.
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Talbotcat
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I have a bigger problem with religious leaders agreeing to close the churches than I do with their pushing the vaccines. "Let us consider

one another to provoke unto love and to good works: Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some is; but

exhorting one another: and so much the more, as ye see the day approaching." Hebrews 10:25,26 KJV. "Than Peter and the other apostles

answered and said, We ought to obey God rather than men." Acts 5:29 KJV. Truly the hireling shepherds abandoned the sheep to the

wolves. As shepherds they had not the discernment to identify the wolves in sheep's covering.
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well most churches are 501 C3 tax free by government such as UN ,NGO's they better pump the jab lol. and by the way Jesus didn't drink

the wine that he made at the wedding , I think it was Paul who suggested a little wine for aliments I don't think Jesus would of taken any

medical advice from the Sanhedrin or the Pharisees at the time ,they were taking herbs and natural spices, most religions were in lock

step with the narrative as well as the protocols , sheep will be sheep when their pastors are the wolves.
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Have to say the obviousJesus can perform miracles and would have no need for Covid vax.
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My parish priest communicated to everyone, in writing, (across three parishes) the need to refrain from attending Mass, if unvaccinated.

One parish was the one I was baptised in, at 2.5 weeks old and have since attended every week of my life; with weekly upkeep payments.

The local diocese con=rmed this 'teaching' and too, reinforced, in writing, the advice against attending Mass if unvaccinated. In any other

area of life, this is direct and clear discrimination. I now attend a parish church without restriction, discrimination or prejudice; open and

welcoming to all, much in the way God encourages us all to do.
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Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding. So this scripture from Proverbs is pivotal to what we should

do and what is expected of us, not walking with God we lack true understanding and so are led astray. We should test everything against

scripture. Numerous churches have let the wolf in sheeps clothing in and thus the sheep have been ravaged by evil men, whom have the

father of this world as there ultimate leader. Seek =rst the kingdom of God and many blessing will follow
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These people may be Christian in their head but they are certainly not Christian in their heart Jesus Christ will say he never knew them

because they don’t know Him including the pope. I pray everyone will come to truly know the real and powerful living God our Father his

children are blood bought by Jesus Christ on that horrible horri=c cross from the power of Satan for all eternity
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus had something to say regarding the pope and religious leaders: The last shall be =rst and the =rst shall be last.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are entering a new age; I wrote about this in 2005 in a poem called "Integrity" and a book called "Fear" which I never =nished. The

book "Integrity" has on its back cover: "This little book is a prose poem for our times - an evocation of light, love, and gratitude in these

testing months and years. Written in 2005, it re-surfaced in my papers recently and I decided to publish it in the hope of reaching out to

others with a message of hope. I pray you will read it and maybe even pass it on, as a baton, indeed a lantern of light in the darkness.

When it seems that not only are the lights going out all over Europe, but all over the world." My love to you and we shall see better times. x
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sjw7775
Joined On 8/23/2014 2:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for this eye-opening article. I had no idea that Christian leaders I have respected were used to spread the vaccine

propaganda. If I had known, they would have gotten a letter from me a long time ago! And, if I have known to stay away from the kill shot,

why didn't they? I am so disappointed in them. So very disappointed.  They are abusing the Scriptures to say that not to take the jab is

being disobedient to God. I know the Scripture they are trying to use to say that, and it is shameful that they have abused God's Word to

spread this vax deception and outright lie to us. Yep, just like Satan, who is the father of lies, and twists the Scriptures to accomplish his

evil ends. Shame on them for going along with this. Shame. I hope they wake up and I hope they repent of what they have done. Maybe I

will start sending those letters now.  Thank you, again, Dr. Mercola. God bless you much!!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Just because these inWuencers pushed the bioweapon does not guarantee they took it themselves.
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do I need this insanity?
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her8591
Joined On 5/14/2021 4:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well well well, I am sure that if Jesus was here, he would ask " and what is the truth of the matter, I ask this to see if you have been open

honest and transparent with all that is involved with this so call life saving JAB, HAVE YOU I ASK!!! then if you have not clearly shown my

public all the pros and CONS so that they can make a proper informed decision? then all I can say is, and I quote my own words at John

8:32, " and you WILL know the truth and TRUTH will set you free". That's what Jesus would say if he was here!!! He certainly would not rely

on blind popes or other clerics to forward lies to his needy sheep. This he also said at Matthew 15:14. " Let them be, blind guides is what

they are. If a blind man leads a blind man, both will fall into the pit".
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rminardo
Joined On 12/30/2021 7:30:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm SO glad there is all kinds of scripture being sited here showing us How Much Scripture You Know ! ! It's really gonna help us educate

people re today's problem. UGH.....
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gmcft
Joined On 1/9/2009 7:11:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, sure....let's drag Jesus into this.
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jst7871
Joined On 4/25/2021 12:22:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they call Democrats sheepeople! Get the jab over and over. Now we have little kids on the verge of dying from a respiratory infection.

Got to question those vaccines. Me? Not jabbed. Wear N95 masks (everywhere), disposable gloves, and keep my distance - avoid crowds.

This has worked fr me since February '20, so mask and glove up!
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You rightly identify the jabs as harmful. Why not the masks? They're part of a protocol, which includes washing hands before and

after wearing the mask, using the WHO protocol, which takes about 20 seconds. In addition, the protocol dictates that used masks

are to be deposited after only a short time wearing, in a red biohazard bag, which will be picked up by a sanitation company that

specializes in disposing of biohazards. NONE of these things are even POSSIBLE in nearly all locations where masks are worn.

Masks collect the moisture from your breath, called fomite, and this forms the perfect medium (like in a Petri dish) to cultivate

colonies of bacteria, which you then shed into the environment, and which your breath will drive into your eyes, where it can enter

your brain and wreak havoc.

I would much rather see your smile and breathe your unmasked breath than breath your fomite! I have never worn a mask or

gloves, and I don't stay away from people. I don't go into crowds, but not because of Covid. I don't because many people will be

shedding spike protein and other nasties. And I've never gotten Covid.
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